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Chapter 1

Context and Objectives

Cognitive science is the discipline that deals with five different fields of study: psychology,

linguistics, philosophy, neuroscience and computer science. Obviously there are many differences

between those studies, but it is the "science of the mind" that can be found. in all of them. A cognitive

scientist wants to know how people think, understand and learn the things they need to live their

ordinary, or sometimes unusual, lives. The computer has a very important position in this society,

but still there is so much that a human does better, despite his limited capacity of storing and

calculating. One of the most intriguing fields of study is probably learning. Simon's (1983) definition

of learning is:

Learning denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in the sense that they enable the

system to do the same task or tasks drawn from the same population more efficiently and more

effectively the next time.

Machine learning in general, and instance-based learning more in particular, will be the topic

of this research report.

1.1 Types of learning

Rissland (1991) and Carbonell, Michaiski, and Mitchell (1983) give several ways of describing the

type of learning of a system. A learning system can be characterized by the following criteria:

1. The underlying learning strategy

2. The knowledge representation scheme

3. The domain of application

4. The presence or absence of a teacher

5. Whether the examples are presented incrementally or all at once
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1.1.1 The underlying learning strategy

Looking at different learning strategies leads to the following categorization:

• Learning by rote memorization

• Learning from examples

• Learning from analogy

• Learning from instruction

• Learning from observation or discovery

The most commonly used strategy within machine learning is learning from examples. The system

generates a concept description from given examples. This concept description is then used to predict

the target values.

Learning from examples is also the strategy that is used in this report.

1.1.2 The knowledge representation scheme

Each machine learning algorithm will result in a function that can be used for the

classification of the input pattern. This function can be represented in various ways. The following

are some of the most well-known representations of such a function:

• Artificial neural networks (Zurada, 1992)

• Decision trees (Quinlan, 1986)

• Rules (Gonzalez and Dankel, 1993)

• Instance-based learning (Aha, 1990, 1991)
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Aha (1990) defines instance-based learning as the approach, wherein target value predictions are

derived solely from specific instance information. Sometimes instance-based algorithms associate

additional information with stored instances of the predictor attributes describing them, but this will

not be discussed in this report. Instance-based learning is one way of learning from examples. The

key point of instance-based learning in comparison with other example-based learning systems is

that the representation scheme of the concept is a set of (possible generalized) examples whereas

other example-based systems have other ways of representing the concept.

This report discusses instance-based learning algorithms only.

1.1.3 The domain of application

The application domains are numerous. Bradshaw (1985) describes an instance-based

learning algorithm (NEXUS) that performs a speech recognition task. Various neural networks have

been designed for speech recognition as well (Zurada, 1992). ALFA (Jabbour et al., 1987) is an

instance-based learning program that is used to predict power load requirements for the Niagra

Mohawk Power Company in New York State. Some more domains can be found in appendix C.

The algorithms that are studied in this report are not domain-specific. The programs examined can

be applied on a variety of domains.

1.1.4 Presence or absence of a teacher

If the system has a teacher, we speak of a supervised learning system, otherwise the system

is unsupervised. Most learning algorithms are supervised: the output of the (unknown) classification

function is known in the training phase. LEX (Mitchell, 1983) is a program that solves problems in

integral calculus and this is one of the few unsupervised programs. Lenat (1983) is also someone

who studies systems without a teacher.
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The programs discussed in this report are all supervised.

1.1.5 Incremental or non-incremental presentation of examples

In an incremental learning algorithm, the training instances are presented sequentially. If all

instances have to be available from the start of the training phase, the system is non-incremental.

An incremental learning algorithm is preferred to a non-incremental algorithm, because an

incremental learning system won't have to be trained from the start when a new training instance is

added, in contrast with a non-incremental learning system.
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1.2 Objectives

Only few papers on instance-based learning show the relation between computer science and

psychology. The focus is mostly on the algorithms only, but not on how the algorithms have their

origin in psychology. As a matter of fact, most exemplar-based algorithms are not cognitively

plausible. Aha (1990) gives a small description of six exemplar-based learning systems (Optimist,

Protos, NGE, 1B4, MBRtalk and Nexus) and it is remarkable that none of them can be explained

from a psychological point of view. Showing the cognitive plausibility of a learning system is an

important aspect of cognitive science. Chapter three is devoted to this issue.

In this paper, I will present variations on an existing instance-based algorithm developed by

Zhang (1992). Typical instance-based learning is based on an instance-based learning model

proposed by Smith and Medin (1981). However, they did not investigate the influence of storing

typical instances in comparison with other instance-based learning algorithms. I have conducted

several experiments regarding this issue and I will show and explain the results of these experiments.

Another objective of this report will be to describe the family resemblance theory within the

context of the research I conducted. This theory, developed by Rosch and Mervis (1975), is the

foundation of typical instance-based reasoning and therefore it should not be missing in this paper.
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Chapter 2

Problem Analysis

The concept of instance-based algorithms is introduced in this chapter. Then some examples

of the most common algorithms will be given. The typical instance-based algorithm (TIBL, Thang,

1992) will get special attention, because this algorithm has a high cognitive plausibility whereas

other algorithms are not explained from a psychological point of view. A major drawback of this

approach, however, is that the algorithm is non-incremental. This means that all the training samples

must be present at the start of the algorithm. In the last section of this chapter, I will propose some

incremental variations on TIBL.

2.1 Framework

An instance-based algorithm distinguishes itself from other learning algorithms by storing

specific (possibly modified) instances, instead of generating a function to perform the classification.

The set of stored instances is called the partial concept description. Partial, because only part of the

concept can be described by this set. Notice that the problem of pattern classification would be

solved if we were able to find a set that is able to classify all patterns. In this report, I use the phrase

concept description as a shortcut for partial concept description which is is very common in

literature.

An instance is defined by n attributes. m <n attributes are used to predict the remaining

attributes. Therefore, these m attributes are called predictors and the other attributes are the target

attributes of an instance. Usually m=n-1 and that is the case used in this report, so there is only one

target attribute. The target attribute is restricted to a finite number of values, each of the values

correspond to one concept. Most applications require only two concepts, a positive and a negative

concept.
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As in all classification tasks, instance-based programs have two aspects: a learning algorithm

and a testing algorithm. In this report, I will emphasize the learning part of the program since that

is where one algorithm can be distinguished from the other. The testing algorithm typically consists

of finding the concept that contains the instance that has the smallest distance to the instance that has

to be classified.

An instance-based learning algorithm determines the instances that are stored for each

concept. A concept description is associated with every concept. Classification of an instance is done

by comparing the instances of all concept descriptions with the instance that has to be classified. The

winning concept is the concept with the description that contains the instance that is most similar

to this instance. An instance-based algorithm is defined by three major components (Aha, 1989):

1. Similarity Function: This function computes the similarity between two instances. An

often used approach is the inverse of the Euclidean distance between the instances.

2. Classification Function: This function predicts the value(s) of the target attribute(s) based

on the predictors and concept descriptions. Usually this is done by using the k-nearest

neighbor algorithm. This algorithm predicts the target value from the target values of the k

most similar instances that are stored in the various concept descriptions. Mostly k=1 and

that is also the value that is used in this report.

3. Concept Description Updater: This component is responsible for the great differences

between the various instance-based algorithms. Many variations are possible. The updater

takes care of storing instances for the correct descriptions. The simplest method is probably

1131 (Aha, 1990) which stores every training instance.
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2.2 Existing instance-based algorithms

A considerable amount of work on instance-based algorithms is done by Aha (1989, 1990,

1991). His work gives a good overview of different aspects concerning instance-based programs.

In this section, I will discuss Aha's classical algorithms IBI, 1B2, 1B3 and 1B4. Bradshaw (1985)

and Salzberg (1990) discuss other instance-based programs. For Aha's algorithms, the similarity and

prediction (classification) functions are the same. The similarity function is defined as the inverse

of the Euclidean distance between two instances where the distance between two symbolic attributes

is 0 if the attributes are the same, 1 otherwise.

If P is the set of predictor attributes then the similarity between two instances x and y is given by:

Similarity(x, y, P)
= 1

AttributeD Werence (x,, y.)

where

max (x1, 1 -x1) if y1 is missing

max(y1, I -y1) if x. is missing

AttributeDzfferenCe (x1, y.) = I if both x1 and y1 are missing or x y

(x1 - if attribute i is numeric-valued,

0 otherwise
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The numeric-valued attributes are normalized so they are guaranteed to have values between 0 and

I. This normalization is done by keeping track of the maximum and minimum values that appear

for

each different attribute. An attribute a of an instance x is then normalized as follows:

x -a
Normalize (Xa a)

= mm

a amjn

where amax and a are the current maximum and minimum values for attribute a.

As mentioned before, the concept description updater is the component that makes the most

important difference between the various instance-based classification methods. lB 1, 1B2, 1B3 and

1B4 all have different ways of updating the partial concept description.

2.2.1 IB1

Instance-Based 1 (lB 1) simply stores all the instances in the concept description. It is similar

to the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (Duda and Hart, 1973), but there are three important differences:

- the instance-based algorithm is incremental in contrast with the nearest neighbor algorithm

- lB 1 has a way of handling missing attributes and the nearest neighbor algorithm has not

- lB 1 normalizes the instances

It is obvious that the storage requirements are very high. This means that the time to classify an

instance is relatively long, since all the instances in the concept description are used to determine the

concept that the instance to be classified belongs to. Further more, Aba (1990) found that instances

located near a boundary of a concept are very valuable for classification. He applied this finding to
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his second instance-based algorithm : 1B2.

2.2.2 1B2

1B2 is an attempt to decrease the size of the concept descriptions by storing only the boundary

instances. For instances with symbolic attributes, only instances that are misclassified are added to

the concept description. For numerical prediction tasks a threshold is set. If the classification error

is smaller than this threshold, the instance is not stored. Otherwise the instance is included in the

concept description of the concept that the instance belongs to.

lB 1 and 1B2 were compared by testing them on a variety of domains. On the average, 1B2 stored

36% of its instances whereas IB1 stored 100%. However, 1B2 misclassified more instances than ff1

did. On seven different domains, lB l's classification rate, where the classification rate is defined as

the number of correctly classified instances divided by the total number of presented instances, was

higher than 1B2's. lB 1 classified 70% of the symbolic instances correctly against 65% for 1B2.

Besides, 1131 learns faster than 1B2. This was shown by comparing their learning curves for the

miscellaneous domains. A leaning curve is plotted by showing the number of training instances on

the x-axis and their corresponding classification rates on the y-axis. By looking at the slope of the

curve, one can judge the learning speed.

ff2 is very sensitive to noisy instances since those instances are often found near concept

boundaries. ff3 was implemented to solve this problem as well as to increase 1B2's learning rate and

further decrease the storage requirements.
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2.2.3 1B3

lB 1 and 1B2 find the concept that contains the instance that is most similar to the instance

that has to be classified. 1B3 uses a "wait and see" approach to find the winning concept. A record

is maintained for every instance stored in the concept descriptions to determine how successful the

instance is in predicting the correct concept. 1B3 then uses this information to find the most similar

acceptable instance, rather than just the most similar instance alone. Actually, Aha uses the k most

similar instances for his IBL algorithms, but as mentioned earlier in this chapter, we will only

consider the case where k=l.

In addition to the threshold used in 1B2, 1B3 has two more parameters: a and 6. a is used to

determine whether or not an instance is acceptable and 6's function is to decide if an instance already

stored in a concept description should be removed because of. its bad performance. A stored

instance is acceptable when the number of the number of successful predictions is sufficiently high

in comparison to the total number of predictions. 1B3 also keeps track of the class's observed

relative frequency (for numerical prediction tasks this will be an interval instead of a class). The

acceptance of an instance will be dependent on the comparison of the relative frequency of the class

with the computed accuracy of the instance. This is another measure to ensure the reliability of the

instance. A stored instance with a high prediction accuracy and a low number of hits for the class

is less reliable than an instance that has both a high prediction accuracyand a high frequency for the

class.

1B3 was compared with both lB 1 and 1B2 by testing it on a variety of domains. 1B3 outperformed

1B2 for every application with regards to the classification accuracy and storage requirements. 1B3's

performance on noisy domains was slightly better than LB l's performance on the same domains.

lB 1, lB2 as well as 1B3 show bad classification rates when they are applied on domains with many

irrelevant attributes. This can be concluded by comparing the lB algorithms with C4, an algorithm
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that uses decision trees (Quinlan, 1986). The LED-24 domain has many missing attributes and is

therefore a perfect domain to test the how well an algorithm deals with irrelevant attributes. C4's

classification rate on this domain is 66.9% against 47.9 % for lB 1 which has the best classification

rate of the three lB programs discussed so far. 1B4 was developed to improve IB's performance on

domains with irrelevant attributes.

2.2.4 1B4

1B4 is capable of handling domains with irrelevant or less important attributes by assigning

different weights to each attribute. Each target concept, that is the concept to be learned, is

associated with a separate set of weights and separate concept descriptions. The consequence of

using different weight settings for each attribute is that 1B4, in contrast with the other instance-based

algorithms, is able to work on different prediction tasks for the same set of data.

1B4s similarity function is defined as

Similariiy(x, y, t, P)
= 1

w1 x AttributeDfference (x1, y.)

where w is the weight for attribute I of target concept. This similarity function makes it possible for

two instances to have a different similarity to each other based on the target concept. For instance,

a cat and a tiger are more similar to each other when the task is to classify whether the instances are

animals or not than in the case where the classification task is to distinguish whether the instance is

a pet or not. Therefore, 1B4 is able to learn overlapping concepts. lB 1, 1B2 and 1B3 all assume that

concepts are disjoint and exhaustive, but 1B4 does not.
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1B4 performs better than the other three instance-based learning algorithms on almost every domain.

The improvement on the LED-24 domain is significantly: a classification rate of 66.1 % for 1B4 and

47.9% for 1131 which was the best of the previous LB programs. The storage requirements for 1B4

are very similar to 1B3's.

1B4 performs bad on only one of the seven tested domains. The classification rate for the LED-7

domain averaged 40% less than the other algorithms. The reason for this is that 1B4 learns slowly

because it does not use the knowledge that all concepts are disjoint. It was shown, however, that 1B4

eventually will learn with a similar classification rate as its predecessors. The LED-7 domain does

not have enough training instances to get a good performance for 1B4.

4
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2.3 Typical Instance-Based Learning

The instance-based algorithms discussed in the previous section, with the exception of lB 1,

all store near boundary instances only. No use was seen for so-called typical instances. Barsalou

(1985) described the importance of graded structures in real world applications. Concepts can often

be characterized by examples that are typical for a certain concept since a typical instance has many

of the features that are necessary to classify an instance as belonging to a specific class. Zhang

(1992) showed that several domains indeed do possess graded structures and based on this finding

he developed an algorithm that uses the typicality of an instance as a measure to determine which

instances to store in the description for each different concept. Typical instance-based learning

(TIBL) showed a better performance than previous instance-based algorithms for both classification

rate and storage requirements on various datasets.

Rosch and Mervis (1975) described the typicality of an instance as its family resemblance to other

instances. The intra-similarity is the similarity of an instance with other instances of the same

concept, the inter-similarity corresponds with the similarity of an instance with instances of the

contrast-concepts. The typicality of an instance is then defined as the ratio of intra-similarity and

inter-similarity. An instance has a high typicality when it has a close resemblance to instances of

the same class and it is very different from instances of other classes.

The similarity between two instances is defined as the opposite of the Euclidean distance between

the two instances. Notice that this is different from the measurement Aha used for his IBL

algorithms.

Thus the similarity between two instances is

sim(e1, e2) = I - dis (e1, e2)
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The Euclidean distance between two instances is computed by:

dis(e', e2) =

where & is the value of the ith attribute of instance j and ma and mip are the maximum and

minimum values for the ith attribute respectively, m is the number of predictors.

The difference between two symbolic attributes is given by:

1, if the attributes are different

0, if they are the same

0.5, for missing values

Note that the policy for handling missing attributes is somewhat simpler than the policy Aha uses

for the IBL algorithms. I will address the consequences when I discuss the incremental variations

of TIBL I developed.

Typical instance-based learning uses weights associated with each instance that is stored in a concept

description. The weight of an instance is equal to the reciprocal of the typicality of the instance. The

distance D(X,Y) between an instance X that is stored in the concept description and a new instance

Y is then defined as

e'1 - e21 =

D(X, Y) = W * dis(X, Y)

where W, is the weight of instance X.
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The consequence of using W, 1 / typicality(X) is that a stored instance with a large typicality has

a smaller weight and will therefore cover a bigger part of the instance space than an instance with

a smaller weight. An elaborate discussion on the topic of weights can be found in Cost and

Salzberg( 1991).

The algorithm for TIBL is as follows:

1. Measure typicalities for all instances.

2. CD = null.

3. Pick up the most typical incorrectly classified instance x. Find the most typical instance

y which correctly classifies x.

4. Assign a weight to y: weight(y) = l/typicality(y).

5. Add y to the correct concept.

6. Repeat step 3, 4,5.

CD is the set of instances used as the concept descriptions.

The obvious disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is non-incremental, that is all instances need to

be present in order to calculate the typicalities. I developed three variations on ITIBL that do not

have this problem: 1TIBL1, 1TLBL2 and ITIBL3.
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2.4 Incremental Typical Instance-Based Learning

This section will only give an overview of the three algorithms which I named ITIBLI,

ITIBL2 and 1TIBL3. A more elaborate discussion can be found in chapter four.

TIBL is non-incremental because all the instances have to be present in order to calculate the

typicalities. The 1TIBL algorithms use a different approach. These algorithms all keep an average

instance associated with each concept description. For numeric attributes the average value is simply

the average value of all values for that attribute, for symbolic attributes the frequency of each value

is used as a measure. When a new instance is presented in the training phase, all predictors from the

average instance will be updated. The intra-similarity of an instance is then defined as the similarity

between the average instance and the instance that has to be classified (the target instance). The inter-

similarity of an instance is equal to the similarity between the target instance and the average

instances of the contrast-concepts. The typicality of an instance X is the same as for TIBL:

zypicality(X) = intra -similarity(X)
inter -similarity(X)

2.4.1 ITIBL1

The first classification method is the one that is most similar to its non-incremental

predecessor: when instance X is incorrectly classified, store the event with the highest typicality that

correctly classifies X. If there is no such event, store event X.

2.4.2 ITIBL2

The second incremental variation on TIBL simply stores the most typical instance of the

concept that X belongs to if X is misclassified.
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2.4.3 ITIBL3

1TIBL3 is similar to 1TIBL2, but in contrast to most of the instance-based algorithms, 1TIBL3

also updates the concept description if an instance X is correctly classified. In that case, the

typicality of the instance Y that correctly classified X is compared with X's typicality. If the

typicality of Y is lower than the typicality of X, Y is deleted from the concept description and X is

stored in the concept description instead.
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2.5 Criteria for the success of IBL algorithms

Aha (1990) described how the measure the performance of IBL algorithms. He used the

following criteria to judge his instance-based learning algorthms:

1. Generality of applicability: on what domains you can use the algorithm.

2. Resource efficiency:

(a) Learning rate: the speed at which the algorithm increases its classification rate

(b) Accuracy: the number of correctly classified instances versus the total number of

classified instances.

(c) Processing costs: the cost of processing the training instances

(d) Storage requirements: the number of stored instances versus the total number of

classified instances (size of the concept descriptions)

3. Psychological plausibility: can the algorithm be explained from a psychological point of view?

I will use the criteria above to evaluate the three incremental typical instance-based learning

algorithms. The cognitive plausibility is the topic of the next chapter while the generality of

applicability and the resource efficiency will be examined in chapter 5.
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Cognitive Plausibility

In this chapter, I will try to shed a light on typical instance-based learning from a cognitive

point of view. Since Aristotle humans have been interested in the question of how people are able

to distinguish between different concepts. How do we learn that? Aristotle came up with a theory

that has been accepted for ages, but was heavily criticized this century. His theory is known as the

classical view. The classical view says that all instances of one concept have shared properties and

these properties are necessary and sufficient to define the concept (Smith and Medin, 1981).

Criticism on this theory led to the prototype theory (Rosch and Mervin, 1975) or probabilistic view

as it is called by Smith and Medin. One problem with the classical view is that it does not provide

us with an explanation why most people do not seem to have a clear definition of many concepts

while they are still able to make correct classifications. Most general concepts are simply not well

defined. The central idea behind the prototype theory is the assumption that not all the properties

in the description are true for all the members of the concept and some of the properties are more

important than others.

In the attempts to come up with other, more accurate, explanations of categorization, where

categorization is defined as the determination that an instance belongs to a specific concept,

interesting discoveries were made. It is the work of Rosch and Mervin (1975) that is the foundation

of typical instance-based learning algorithms.

3.1 Typicality

Many concepts possess graded structures (Barsalou, 1985). This means that different

instances of a concept have different significance in representing the concept. When people learn a

concept they remember only a few examples of that concept and when they have to classify an
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instance they compare the instance with the examples that are stored. Rosch and Mervis (1975)

discovered that humans mostly store typical instances. When you need to learn to recognize

instances of the concept birds, it is hardly useful to remember that a penguin is a bird. A robin will

help you to classify more birds correctly.

The concept of typicality is intuitively clear for most people. When asked to rank instances

of a certain concept according to their typicality, a majority of people knows what is expected. They

will classify a chair as more typical for the concept furniture than a telephone. Likewise, a robin is

a more typical bird than an ostrich is. Classifying one instance as more typical than another is a

subjective process. The next section will deal with how to measure typicality more formally. This

section is used to describe some of the results of experiments performed by Rosch and Mervis

(1975). They found that typical instances are of great value for many classification tasks.

Rosch and Mervis conducted an experiment where one group of persons was given a list of

6 different concepts (fruit, vegetables, clothing, furniture, vehicles and weapons) and 20 instances

for each of those concepts. Their task was to rank the instances according to typicality. The instances

were also presented to another group and they were presented with one instance at a time and their

goal was to assign the instance to the correct concept as soon as possible. The observer then clocked

the reaction times. The results showed an interesting relationship between the typicality of an object

and the time that was needed to classify the object. Typical instances were classified faster than

atypical instances with only very few exceptions which means that the classification time of an

instance is an inverse function of its typicality.

Other experiments showed that children learn typical instances earlier than they learn less

typical ones (Rosch, 1973). Another discovery was that typical instances are given earlier and more

frequently than atypical instances when asked to give examples of a certain concept. A final result

with respect to typicality that I want to mention here is the fact that typical instances of a new

concept are remembered better than other instances.
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The classical view fails to explain the results above because of the assumption that all instances of

a concept description are equally important in defining the concept. This hypothesis is not made in

the probabilistic view and therefore it resembles human more closely. When designing instance-

based algorithms that deal with typicality it is good to work with the prototype theory in mind.

The purpose of typical instance-based learning is twofold. First of all, we want to come up

with an instance-based algorithm that performs better than existing algorithms. Secondly, it serves

as a model to simulate psychological behavior. Regarding this latter goal, it is clear that the

algorithm described by Zhang (1992) is lacking since it is not incremental. All instances have to be

present from the start of the training phase which does not correspond with the way humans learn

to classify concepts. Section three of this chapter will deal with incremental instance-based learning

and how 1TIBL can serve as a psychological model for describing human categorization.
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3.2 Family Resemblance

Rosch and Mervis (1975) found that the distribution of features (or attributes) of an instance

over various concepts determines its typicality. Subjects were given a list of instances and they had

to list features for each instance. For example, they might characterize a chair by saying that it has

four legs, a back and is used to sit on. Rosch and Mervis then calculated what they called a family

resemblance score for each instance. Each feature F that is listed for an instance I belonging to

concept C is weighted by counting the number of concepts Z*C that F is listed for and the number

of times F is listed for concept C. The sum of all these weights determine the family resemblance

of instance I. In other words, the family resemblance of an instance is the quotient of the instance's

similarity to other instances of the same concept (intra-similarity) and the similarity to instances of

other concepts (inter-similarity). When Rosch and Mervis compared the family resemblance scores

with the typicality ratings, they concluded that these are very closely related. An instance us typical

for concept C when I is similar to other instances of C (i.e. I has a high intra-similarity) and it is

atypical for concept C when it closely resembles instances of concepts other than C (i.e. I has a high

inter-similarity). This is why I will use the expressions typicality and family resemblance

interchangeably throughout this report.
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3.3 Typical Instance-Based Learning

The IBL algorithms (Aha, 1991) only store misclassified instances. The majority of these

instances are located near the borders of a concept. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, typical

instances better represent a concept than near-boundary instances do so less instances have to be

stored. Salzberg (1991) used weights so that typical instances play a more important role than

atypical ones but Thang (1992) is the only one so far who described an algorithm that selects typical

instances to store in memory. This section deals with the cognitive plausibility of the algorithms

I developed. There is a lot of research on the matter of how people learn to distinguish between

concepts, but so far there are about as many theories as there are researchers. It is known that

typicality plays an important role, but a recipe that describes exactly how we categorize has not yet

been written. The three incremental algorithms are an attempt to find out more about the importance

of typicality and hopefully we can even come up with some ingredients. However, I do not claim that

any of the algorithms presented here is the recipe mentioned.

Even though this chapter deals with the cognitive plausibility of the instance-based algorithms, I

continue to use the phrase concept description. However, when we deal with people, this

terminology is a little abstract. A short explanation of how human beings deal with concepts might

be appropriate here. It is widely accepted (Stillings e.a, 1991) that in people's memory concept

descriptions are represented as semantic networks. Each concept is associated with a number of

features and each feature is connected to a concept with a certain weight. The more typical this

feature is, the stronger the weight. Smith and Medin (1981) claim that the weight depends on a

number of factors: the probability that the feature is true for an instance of the concept, the degree

to which the feature uniquely distinguishes the concept from other concepts, and the past usefulness

of the feature.
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3.3.1 ITIBL1

If the presented instance is not classified correctly, the set of earlier presented instances is

searched for the most typical instance that does classify the presented instance correctly. If such an

instance exists, it is stored in the concept description. Otherwise, the presented instance is stored.

The problem with this approach is that the newly presented instance might represent the concept

even better than the stored instances do. If the new instance would be classified correctly or if an

instance exists that has not been stored yet, but classifies the new instance correctly, the new instance

will not be stored. It is more likely that people would store the new instance if it is very typical

because it would improve their idea of the concept. ITIBL3 does exactly this.

3.3.2 ITIBL2

1TLBL2 stores the most typical instance that classifies the current instance correctly and has

not yet been stored in the concept description if an instance is not correctly classified.

The algorithm does not even check if the newly stored instance would classify the presented instance

correctly. This approach always stores the most typical instance and consequently there will be a

difficulty when a boundary instance has to be classified. People store mainly typical instances but

also some boundary instances are stored to handle exceptions (Smith and Medin, 1981). 1TIBL3

resembles reality more closely.

3.3.3 ITIBL3

1TIBL3 is similar to 1TIBL2, but in contrast to most of the instance-based algorithms, 1TIBL3

also updates the concept description if the new instance is correctly classified. In that case, the

typicality of the instance that correctly classified the new instance is compared with the typicality
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of the presented instance. If its typicality is lower than the typicality of the new instance, it is

deleted from the concept description and the new instance is stored in the concept description

instead. This scenario seems to fit our own way of thinking best.

However, the results presented in the last chapter do not show that 1TIBL3 is the best algorithm.

1TIBL2 performs best which stresses the importance of typicality since 1TIBL2 stores more typical

instances than the other TIBL algorithms. More accurately, the average typicality of instances in the

concept descriptions generated by ITIBL2 is higher than the average typicality for any of the other

algorithms.
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Implementation

The three incremental instance-based algorithms were all implemented in C. This chapter

discusses the general structure of this program; how the program is used and what tests I performed

to evaluate 1TIBL1, ITIBL2 and 1TIBL3. In the final chapter of this report, I will present the results

of these experiments.

4.1 Program Structure

The source code is stored in seven different files: datastru.h, main.c, read.c, classify.c,

compute.c, list.c and print.c.

4.1.1 datastru.h

This file contains the basic data structures necessary for the program. The array domains

keeps track of the number of attributes, the type and range (difference between maximum and

minimum value) for each attribute. An attribute is a structure (union would have been a better

choice) with three possible values: numeric, symbolic or missing. An instance (event) is defined by

the value of its attributes and its typicality. I also register the percentage of instances that it correctly

classifies for experimental purposes. A concept consists of two lists of events: the concept

description and the other events sorted by typicality. Further more, each concept stores the average

values or frequency for the current concept and the averages or frequencies for other concepts. This

is necessary to compute the typicality for an event which is defined by the distance to other instances

of its own concept and the distance to instances of other concepts.
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4.1.2 main.c

As the name already indicates, main.c controls the program. This is where the main function

is located. First main reads all the command line arguments (see next section) and sets up the

domain structure according to the specification in the domainfile. Then the concept descriptions are

formed by applying the algorithm specified on the command line. Finally, the algorithm is evaluated

and the results are printed.

4.1.3 read.c

The functions in read.c take care of initialization of domains, instances and concepts. The

function ReadParameters processes all the command line arguments and the function Train sets up

the concept descriptions for all concepts by calling ClassifyEvent (located in module classify.c) for

every event in the training set. The function Test evaluates the performance of the specific algorithm

used: every event in the test set is classified and the classification made by the algorithm is compared

with the correct result.

4.1.4 classify.c

This module implements each of the algorithms discussed in this report. The function

SmallestDistance returns the event for the specified concept description that is closest to the current

event. By doing this for all concepts, a classification is made. In case of a draw, the function

RandomConcept generates the winning concept.

4.1.5 compute.c

A lot of updating needs to be done every time an instance of the training set is presented. The

average values of the concept that the presented instance belongs to changes and therefore the
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intrasimilarity of all the events in the current concept changes as well. The same is true for the

intersimilarity of the events in all other concepts. As a result, the typicality of every instance

presented needs to be updated. The functions for calculating the Euclidean distance between two

events or the distance between an event and an "average event" are also located in this file.

4.1.6 list.c

The events that are not stored in the partial concept description are sorted by typicality so that

it is easy and fast to pick the most typical event to store. List.c has all operations on doubly linked

lists of events.

4.1.7 print.c

The last module discussed here deals with presenting the results of all the experiments

performed. I will discuss these experiments in more detail in the next section.
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4.2 Use of programs and description of experiments

This section describes how to use the programs I developed and the experiments I performed

to test the evaluation of the different algorithms.

4.2.1 Use of programs

The program main needs at least five arguments:

• name of the dpmainfile: this file contains some characteristics for the attributes of each

event. The first line contains the index of the target attribute; i.e. which attribute of each

instance is the concept to be classified. The second line contains the possible values for

classification and the remaining lines contain the possible values for all other attributes.

• name of the training file: the program generate.c is used to generate disjunct training and

test files from a given data set. It is possible to specify the number of training instances.

• name of the test file: the third argument is the name of the file that contains all the instances

that are used to test the performance of the instance-based algorithm used.

• classification method: an integer between one and six that determines the algorithm used:

1TIBL1-1, 1TIBL2-2, 1TIBL3-3, lB 1-50, 1B2-5 and RANDOM-6.

• name of the result file: the results are stored in a somewhat cryptic format, so the program

analyze.c might be used to enhance the program's output.

The last two arguments are optional. The first one is used to write instances and their typicalities to

a file and the other argument stores the concept descriptions in the file specified. Run.c is a simple

program that incorporates all programs mentioned above and prints the storage requirements and

classification rates to the file results in the current directory.
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4.2.2 Sample run

Say, we want to classify the speed of a car. In our simple example the car is either fast or

slow. We have the following attributes to do this: the color of the car and its horsepower (talking

about irrelevant attributes). One instance might look as follows: red, 262, fast.

Now we will have to set up a domainfile for our sample run: car.dom. The first line of car.dom

contains the possible values for classification: fast or slow. The second line contains the index

number of the target attribute which is 2 (counting from zero). The other two lines contain the

possible values for each predictor, so the resulting file is:

fast slow

2

0 symbolic red yellow green orange

1 numeric 0 300

Now we have to generate test and training files from a given data set: data.car. Say we want to have

100 training instances in every training set and we want to test on 10 different files.

The command for this is:

generate data.car car 100 10

Now we have create 10 disjunct data and test files with filenames as car_test.xx and car_train.xx

where xx is 00 ... 09.

The next step is to run the classification program once for 1TIBL2:

main car.dom car....train.00 car_test.00 2 results.car
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Now, the resulting file might look a little cryptic for an outsider. The program analyze produces

tables as the ones given in the last chapter:

analyze results.car

4.2.3 Description of experiments

Besides examining the storage requirements and classification rates on a variety of domains,

I did some other experiments as well, although these experiments were not always successful. For

example, adding instances to or deleting instances from the concept descriptions did not lead to any

significant changes in the classification rate though this might be expected. Furthermore, I

investigated what instances were stored for every algorithm and how successful a typical instance

is in classifying a new instance correctly in comparison with an atypical instance. Another

experiment was to examine the storage requirements and classification rates for an algorithm that

selects a random instance to store when an instance is misclassified. The results of these

experiments are presented in the last chapter of this report.
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4.3 Data sets

Zhang (1992) described experiments on five different domains: the n-of-rn concept,

congressional voting records, malignant tumor classification, diabetes in Pima Indians and the

diagnosis of heart disease. I chose to test the incremental variations on the same data sets so that a

comparison between the typical instance-based algorithms is possible. One problem, however was

that the original data set for malignant tumor classification was not available anymore. Further more,

I tested the algorithm on another natural domain: credit screening and I introduced an artificial

domain to show which instances are stored for the different algorithms: the xy domain. The instances

for the n-of-rn concept and the xy domain are easily generated because these artificial domains have

a very simple structure. The other domains were obtained from the machine learning databases at

the University of California, Irvine. In this section, I will briefly discuss the different applications.

For a more detailed description of the natural domains, the reader is referred to appendix C.

4.3.1 The 5-of-lO domain

This artificial domain contains 1024 instances. Each instance has 10 binary attributes and

belongs to concept I if five or more attributes are one and to concept 2 if less than five instances are

one. It is clear that this domain possesses a clear graded structure. The instance that has value one

for all of its attributes is the most typical instance for the first concept while 0000000000 is the most

typical instance for concept two. Zhang (1992) showed that a perfect classification score of 100%

was achieved when the training sets contained these two ideal instances.

4.3.2 Congressional Voting Records

The congressional database contains 435 instances of 16 attributes each. Many of the

attributes are irrelevant and the purpose of the classification is to tell whether a presented instance

represents a republican or a democratic voter. 267 of the instances represent democrats, the other 168
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are republicans. Although there is a central tendency followed by most voters, classification is

difficult because not all democrats and republicans follow this tendency. Typical instance-based

learning stores those instances that represent the central tendency and that is why TIBL's

classification rate on this domain is lower than that of Aha's IBL algorithms (Aba, 1990). On the

other hand, TIBL's storage requirements are much lower than any of the four lB algorithms (Zhang,

1992).

4.3.3 Diabetes in Pima Indians

The Pima Indians of Arizona have the highest reported prevalence of noninsulin-dependent

diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) of any population in the world; more than half of the population over

35 years of age has the disease (Prochazka et al., 1993). The data set at the University of California,

Irvine includes 768 female Pima Indians older than 21 of whom 268 have been tested positive for

diabetes. Every patient is described by eight different numerical attributes. For statistics on these

attributes, see appendix C.

4.3.4 Diagnosis of Heart Disease

Each person in the database is described by 13 different attributes. From these attributes, a

classification is made whether or not the patient has a heart disease. It is known that a perfect

diagnosis (classification) is not possible since there is not enough information. The set contains 303

instances; of which 139 are diagnosed with a heart disease. Typical instance-based learning showed

very good results compared with other classification methods.
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4.3.5 Credit screening

The 690 instances in this data set are credit card applications. The decision on whether to

approve or disapprove an application is based on 15 attributes. 383 people were declined while the

other 307 did get their credit cards. This data set is interesting because there is a good mix of

attributes - continuous, nominal with small numbers of values, and nominal with larger numbers of

values. There are also a few missing values.

4.3.6 The xy-concept

The xy-concept is an artificial domain with 1000 instances of two attributes. Each attribute

has a real value between 0 and 10. An instance belongs to concept 0 if its first attribute is smaller

than its second attribute; otherwise it belongs to concept 1. This domain is mainly used to show two

dimensional of graphs of stored instances for each of the algorithms.
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Results

As mentioned in chapter 2, there are several standards that are used to evaluate the value of

an instance-based learning algorithm. In chapter three, I discussed the cognitive plausibility of the

typical IBL algorithms. In this chapter, I will discuss the results of several of the experiments I

conducted to test on what domains the algorithm can be used (generality of applicability) and the

resource efficiency. The algorithms were used on a variety of domains and the following criteria

were used to examine the performance of ITIBL:

Learning rate: This is shown by showing the classification rates for different

sizes of the training set.

Classification accuracy: the number of correctly classified instances compared with

the total number of classified instances.

Storage requirements: the number of stored instances versus the total number of

classified instances (size of the concept descriptions)

I will also briefly discuss the cost of processing the training instances.

The results presented in this chapter are the average of 10 different runs of the program for six

different classification methods: 1TIBL1, 1TIBL2, 1TIBL3, IB1, 1B2 and RANDOM. RANDOM is

a method that has not been discussed yet and this method is used to answer the question of how

useful existing instance-based programs actually are, since RANDOM just picks a random instance

to store if an instance is misclassified. The results of these experiments are remarkable. In some

cases, RANDOM shows a better performance than existing instance-based programs. Except forthe

5-of- 10 concept the training- and test sets are disjunct. The 5-of- 10 concept uses all the instances for

testing.
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To check the applicability of typical instance-based learning, I will present some graphs that show

the relation between the typicality of an instance and the percentage of correctly classified instances

for that particular instance.

5.1 5-of-lO-concept

The 5-of-lO-concept is an artificial domain with 1024 instances and 2 different concepts. An

instance belongs to concept 0 if five or more of the 10 attributes are 1, otherwise it belongs to

concept 1.

Table 1: Experimental results for the 5-of-lO concept

ITIBL1 ITIBL2 ITIBL3 IB1 1B2

#inst. storage class, storage class. storage class, storage class. storage class.
100 20.70 82.98 21.30 85.13 22.20 83.52 100.00 77.31 43.90 75.73
200
300

17.20
15.73

86.89
90.63

16.45
13.87

88.45
92.64

18.05
16.07

86.28
90.87

100.00
100.00

80.55
83.99

43.65
43.63

750
77.73

400 14.12 93.23 12.18 94.33 14.30 92.71 100.00 86.49 43.65 79.26

All four typical instance-based learning algorithms outperform lB 1 and 1B2 in both storage

requirements and accuracy. An n-of-rn concept has a very clear graded structure and is benefited

from storing typical rather than boundary instances and that is exactly what the typical-based

algorithms do. 1TIBL2 performs better than the other two incremental typical instance-based

algorithms, the reason being that fl'1BL2 always stores the most typical instance and almost never

a boundary instance. However, TIBL's performance is much better than 1TIBL2: TIBL stores on

average only 10.8 out of 400 instances and the classification rate is 99.5% (Zhang, 1992).

Graph I shows the relation between typicality and the classification rate of the instance with that

particular typicality. All the stored instances were used for classification and it was checked how

well they performed. The graph shows that for the n-of-rn concept instances with a higher typicality
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generally perform better. Zhang (1992) showed this already in his article 'selecting typical instances

in Instance-Based Learning': the classification rate is 100% when only the two most typical instances

are stored.

Graph 1: Typicality vs. ClassWcation rate for the n_of_rn concept
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5.2 Congressional Voting Records

This data set of 435 instances among which are 267 democrats and 168 republicans contains

288 missing values. The target attribute is determined by sixteen binary attributes.

Table 2: Experimental results for the Congressional Voting Records

ITIBL1 ITIBL2 ITIBL3 IB1 1B2

#inst. storage class. storage class, storage class, storage class, storage c'ass.

50 21.80 80.91 22.40 80.83 22.80 79.64 100.00 91.17 20.60 89.06

100 19.30 81.64 19.00 80.12 21.10 77.46 100.00 92.33 18.80 90.84

150 18.87 82.70 18.80 82.98 21.20 79.75 100.00 92.32 18.20 91.02

200 18.95 81.83 18.70 83.28 20.95 79.87 100.00 92.43 18.60 89.32

The performance of the three incremental instance-based learning algorithms is very poor

compared to TIBL as well as lB 1 and 1B2. The storage requirements are about the same for all

storage-reduction based algorithms, but 1TIBL1, ITIBL2 and 1TIBL3 misclassified many more

instances than the other algorithms. TIBL had a classification rate of 90.4% when 200 instances were

stored while 1TIBL2, which shows the best performance of the three algorithms, only classified an

average of 83.3% correctly.

It is hard to explain the discrepancy between the results that Zhang (1992) recorded for TIBL and

the results of 1TIBL1, 1TIBL2 and 1TIBL3 shown above. The Congressional voting records data set

is the only domain where there are such big differences between the non-incremental and incremental

versions of typical instance-based learning. In contrast to Thang's conclusions on the structure of

this data set, I found that the concept of republicans is hard to learn. 85% of these instances stored

were very atypical instances (most typicalities were around 1) ofthe republican concept while the

democrats only stored a few highly typical instances (typicality between 3 and 5). The instances

stored for the republicans are responsible for the low classification rates on this domain.
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5.3 Diabetes in Pima Indians

This data set contains 768 instances, of which 500 (65%) have no diabetes, and 268 are

diabetic. Each instance is described by eight linear attributes. The problem is to decide who has

diabetes and who has not.

Table 3 :experimental results for the classification ofdiabetes in Pima Indians

ITIBL1 ITIBL2 ITIBL3 IB1_____ lB2

#inst. storage class, storage class. storage class, storage class, storage class.

100 32.50 67.02 30.50 71.20 31.10 68.31 100.00 67.60 35.20 63.91

200 32.80 66.76 30.05 71.92 31.20 68.54 100.00 68.80 35.80 63.03

300 34.03 65.98 29.87 72.48 32.23 67.46 100.00 68.85 36.90 61.99

400 34.23 67.15 29.30 72.99 32.70 68.32 100.00 69.46 37.10 63.34

A remarkable result can be found when one compares the incremental typical instance-based

algorithms with TLBL. Thang (1992) recorded a classification rate of 69.7% and an average of 204.5

instances was stored when the algorithm was trained on 400 instances. Although the classification

rate of TIBL is slightly better than that of 1TIBLI and 1TIBL3, its storage requirements are much

higher than the incremental variations. 1B2's storage requirements are about the same as the

incremental algorithms but its classification rate is worse. The performance of 1TIBL2 is very good:

the classification rate is the best of all the investigated leaning algorithms and it stores the least

instances. The explanation for the good classification is unclear.

Graph 3 which compares the typicality and the performance of classification for each stored instance

does not indicate that a typical instance classifies more instances correctly than a less typical instance

which would have explained the difference. Besides, the range of typicalities is very small: 1.0-

1.12 in this particular case. There are two possible explanations for this small range: either the

concept does not possess a graded structure or the quality of the data set is not very good. The

difference in storage requirements between TIBL, which is the only non-incremental algorithm, and

the other (incremental) algorithms is explained by the fact that TIBL stores instances until all the

instances are correctly classified.
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Graph 3: Typicality vs. ClassWcation rate for the classification of diabetes in Pima Indians
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5.4 Diagnosis of heart diseases

The heart disease data set contains 303 instances; each instance is represented as 13 numeric

attributes plus a classification: presence or absence of a heart disease. The goal is learning to

distinguish presence of heart disease from absence.

Table 4: experimental results for the class jfi cation ofheart diseases

ITIBL1 ITIBL2 ITIBL3 IB1 1B2

#inst. storage class. storage class, storage class, storage class, storage class.

50 27.00 75.18 24.20 75.73 24.60 77.23 100.00 74.07 33.00 69.01

100 24.60 75.71 22.90 77.00 23.00 76.45 100.00 75.32 32.20 70.05

150 24.73 75.95 22.60 77.71 23.00 75.88 100.00 75.75 31.20 70.33

200 23.95 74.47 21.90 78.06 22.85 75.34 100.00 75.24 31.15 71.26

ITIBL2 is again the best of the incremental algorithms if one looks at the storage

requirements and the classification rate. The reason for the fact that ITIBL2 stores fewer instances

than the other incremental algorithms can be found in the influence of the weights. The average

typicality of the stored instances is higher for 1TIBL2 than all the other algorithms. The weights are

the reciprocal of the typicalities and the distance between a stored instance X and a new instance Y

is calculated by multiplying the Euclidean distance between X and Y with X's weight:

D(X,Y) = W, * dis(X,Y)

Since a typical instance has more importance than a non-typical instance, it covers a larger area of

the instance space. Because 1TIBL2's stored instances are more typical than the other algorithms, less

instances have to be stored.
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Graph 4 shows that for this domain instances with high typicalities in general classify more instances

correctly than instances with a lower typicality. This explains why 1TIBL2's classification rate is

higher than 1TIBL1 's and ITIBL3's classification rate.

Graph 4: Typicality vs. ClassWcation rate for the classification of heart diseases
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5.5 Credit Screening

As noted in the previous chapter, this domain was chosen because it has a good mixture of

continuous and nominal attributes. The approval or rejection of a credit card application is based

on 15 attributes. This particular set contains 690 instances of which 383 were refused.

Table 5: experimental results for credit screening

ITIBL1 ITIBL2 ITIBL3 IB1 1B2

#inst. storage class, storage class, storage class, storage class, storage class.

50 33.40 74.42 31.20 78.23 32.60 75.28 100.00 77.06 34.80 72.09

100 25.50 77.81 24.80 79.37 25.80 77.46 100.00 79.19 30.70 72.90

200 23.00 81.45 22.35 79.73 23.30 79.02 100.00 79.90 29.70 71.78

300 21.30 81.72 22.03 80.08 21.97 80.64 100.00 80.54 28.53 72.49

400 20.48 82.03 21.43 80.55 21.07 81.00 100.00 81.41 28.02 73.07

The typical instance-based learning algorithms clearly outperform 1B2 in both classification rate and

storage requirements. There is not much difference between the three 1TIBL programs although

ITIBL1 is slightly better than the other two. The typical instances that are stored for the concept

descriptions seem to be able to grasp the central tendency and instances with a low typicality could

be removed from the partial concept description without decreasing the classification rate by more

than one percent. This explains the low classification rate for 1B2 which only stores boundary

instances. Only a few boundary instances were necessary to handle the exceptions. However, the

instances did not very much in typicality. The lowest recorded typicality was 0.9 and the highest

typicality was 1.5.
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5.6 The xy concept

The xy concept is an artificial domain with 1000 instances and two different concepts. An

instance belongs to concept 0 if its first attribute is smaller than its second attribute, otherwise it

belongs to concept 1.

Table 4: experimental results for the xy concept

100 10.10 95.04 13.80 90.61 9.00 96.12 100.00
94.50200 6.85 96.53 10.90 91.29 5.90 96.83 100.00 96.72 8.95

300 5.57 97.23 10.30 91.63 4.87 97.24 100.00 97.26 7.70 96.27

400 4.65 97.67 9.82 91.77 4.17 97.85 100.00 97.70 6.78

800 3.24 98.15 8.96 92.10 3.00 98.85 100.00 98.10 5.01 97.20

ITIBL2 shows a bad performance in comparison with the other algorithms. Its storage

requirements are higher and the classification rate is significantly lower than that of the other

methods. There is not much difference between ITIBL1 and ITIBL3 but both algorithms perform

slightly better than 1B2.

The bad performance of 1TIBL2 suggests that typical instances are not very useful in this domain.

Graph 4 supports this assumption. An instance with a low typicality is not necessarily a bad classifier

and a high typicality does not guarantee a good classification either.

Graph 4: typicality versus classWcation for the xy concept
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I do not have an explanation for the fact that for this particular domain the storage of both boundary

and typical instances results in a better classification than storing only typical or boundary instances.

Graphs 5 to 8 show the stored instances (lB I is not included for obvious reasons). ITIBL1 and

ITIBL3 store both boundary and typical instances, 1TIBL2 stores almost only typical instances and

1B2 stores only boundary instances. The lower storage requirements of 1TIBLI and 1TIBL3 in

comparison with 1B2 can be explained by the fact that the two typical algorithms use weights so that

a greater part of the instance space is covered.

Graph 5: instances stored for ITIBLI
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Graph 7: instances stored for ITIBL3
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Graph 6: instances stored for ITIBL2
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5.7 General conclusions and future work

ITIBL2 gives surprisingly good results for the investigated domains, except for the xy-

domain and the Voting records. Especially its performance on the data of diabetes in Pima Indians

demonstrates the importance of typical instances in instance-based learning. The experiments that

were done do not show a big difference in 1TIBL1 and 1TIBL3. These algorithms are inferior to

ITIBL2 which is in contrast to my expectations beforehand. However, the results of ITIBL1 and

ITIBL3 on the xy-domain indicate that these algorithms might be useful on other domains. The

incremental instance-based algorithms have to be tested on a variety of other domains before

discarding the latter two algorithms.

Still, I have not discussed the performance of RANDOM, the algorithm mentioned in the first section

of this chapter and for a good reason. So far, no one has examined a storage reduction instance-based

algorithm that selects random instances to store when an instance is wrongly classified or maybe it

has been examined but not published since it might mean the end of research in instance-based

learning. If you look at the overview of all results in appendix D, you see why. RANDOM

outperforms 1B2 on every domain and its performance is similar to the typical instance-based

algorithms and is it really surprising that RANDOM is much better on the Congressional Voting

Records domain than any of the other storage reduction algorithms?
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Appendix A

Source Code ITIBL

Makefile

CC = /usrllocal/bin/gcc

OBJS = main.o read.o compute.o Iist.o print.o classify.o

main : $(OBJS)
$(CC) $(OBJS) -o main -im

main.o: main.c datastru.h
$(CC) -c main.c

read.o: read.c datastru.h

compute.o: compute.c datastru.h

list.o : Iist.c datastru.h

print.o: print.c datastru.h

classify.o : classify.c datastru.h
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datastru .h

1* datastru.h /
/ June 1996, Erik van Renselaar *1

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define MAXCONCEPTS 20
#define MAXNAMESIZE 20
#define BUFSIZE 200
#define IMPOSSIBLE 99999999.0 /*impossible distance*/

#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1

#define UNIX
#ifdef UNIX

#define ClearScreen system ("clear")
#define RANDOM(a) (int) floor (a * drand48O)

#else/* DOS */
#define ClearScreen system ("cis")
#define RANDOM(a) randomize(a)

#endif

typedef mt bool;

typedef struct (

double numeric;
char symbolic[10];
bool missing;

} attribute;

typedef struct domain {
char type[20];
attribute values[100];
double lgtdis;

} domain;
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typedef struct event {
attribute *values;
double typicality;
double intersim;
double intrasim;
mt nr_classified;
mt nr_correct;
struct event *flext;
struct event *prior;

} event;

typedef struct concept
double * *average_this_concept;
double **average_other_concepts;
struct event *eveflts;
struct event *descriptjon;
mt num_description;
mt numevents;
concept;

extern domain *domajns;
extern concept *concepts;

extern mt nr_of_domains, nr_of_concepts, nr_of_events;
extern char concept_names[MAXCONCEPTSI[MAXNAMESIZE] 1* array of concept names /
extern char testjile_name[20], train_file_name[20], domain_file_name[20];
extern char result_file_name[20], description_file_name[20], values_file_name[20];
extern mt class_number, classification_method;
extern bool typicality_based; /* classification based on typicality or not *1
extern bool testing; / in testing_fase or not *1
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main.c

1* main.c *1

1* June 1996, Erik van Renselaar *1
1* Implementation Typical Instance Based Learning /
#include "datastru.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

domain *domajns;
concept *concepts;
mt nr_of_domains, nr_of_concepts, nr_of_events;
char concept_names[MAXCONCEPTS][MAXNAM] 1* array of concept names /

char test_file_name[2O], train_file_name[20], domain_file_nameE2O]

char result_file_name [20], description_file_name [20], values_file_name[2O];

mt class_number, classification_method;
bool typicality_based; /* classification based on typicality or not *1

bool testing;

mt main (mt argc, char *argv[])

{

ReadParameters (argc, argv);
ReadDomains (domain_file_name); 1* set up structures for domain *1

Train (train_file_name);
Test (test_file_name);
if (strcmp(descriptiofl_file_flame, NULL))

WriteTypicalitiesToFile(descriptiOfl_file_flame)
if (strcmp(values_file_name, NULL))

WriteValuesToFile(values_file_flame)
return (0);
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read.c

1* read.c /
/* June 1996, Erik van Renselaar /

#include "datastru.h"
#include "compute.h"
#include "list.h"
#include "classify.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>

#define MINPAR 6
#define MAXPAR 8

event *InjtjaljzeEvent (event *evt);
void InitializeConcepts (void);
event *ReadEvent (char line_content[BUFSIZE], event *evt, mt *conceptnumr);

void ReadParameters (mt argc, char *argv[1)

inti;
char option;

if ((argc <MINPAR) II (argc > MAXPAR)) {

printf ("Usage: main <domainfile> <trainingsfile> <testfile>\n");
printf (" <classification_method><resultfile>\fl");
printf ("Options: -description=<file_name>\n");
printf (" -values =<file_name>\n");
exit(1);

I
strcpy (domain_file_name, argv[ 1]);
strcpy (train_file_name, argv[21);
strcpy (test_file_name, argv[3]);
classification_method = atoi (argv[4]);
strcpy (result_file_name, argv[5]);
strcpy (description_file_name, NULL); strcpy (values_file_name, NULL);

for (i=MINPAR; i<argc; i-H-) {
ii.
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switch(option) (

case
strcpy (description_file_name, &(strchr(argv[i] ,'='))[ 1]);

break;

case 'v':
strcpy (values_file_name, &(strchr(argv[i] ,'='))[ 1]);

break;

}

/* Read the domains in from the file with filename <file_name> *1

void ReadDomains (char file_name[20])

mt i,j;
FILE *file po inter;
char inbuff[BUFSIZEJ, *char_pointer; 1* buffer to hold scanned input *1

mt line_position, nr_of_char, domain_number; 1* number of characters scanned by sscanf *1

double mm, max;

/* Compute number of lines in file in order to allocate memory for domainstructs /
nr_of_domains = NrOfLi neslnFile (file_name)-2;
nr_of_conceptsO;
/ open file with domain definitions /
if ((fi le_pointer=fopen(file_name, "r"))==NULL) (

printf("Cannot open file %s\n", file_name);
exit (I);

/ allocate space for domainstructures *1
if (!(domains = (domain *) malloc (nr_of_domains * sizeof (domain)))) (

printf ('Out of memory [ReadDomains]");
exit(1);

1* first line contains concept_names *1
fgets( inbuff, BUFSIZE, file_pointer);
char_pointer = strtok (inbuff, " ,");
while (char_pointer) (

strcpy (concept_names[nr_of_conceptS++], char_pointer);
char_pointer = strtok (NULL, ", \n");

1* second line contains class_number *1
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fgets( inbuff, BUFSIZE, file_pointer);
sscanf (inbuff, "%d", &class_number);
1* for every line in domainfile read domainnumber, type, values and number of values *1

for (i=0; i <nr_of_domains; i-i--i-) {
fgets( inbuff, BUFSIZE, file_pointer);
sscanf(inbuff, "%d%s%n", &domain_number, domains[i] .type, &nr_of_char);

line_position = nr_of_char;

if (!(strcmp(domainsli].type,"SYmboIiC"))) {
domains[i] .lgtdis=0;
j=0;
while (1 ==sscanf(&inbufflline_positiofll, "%s%n", domains[i] .values[j] .symbolic,

&nr_of_char)) {
line_position+=nr_of_char;

j++;

domains[i].lgtdis = j;

else (

sscanf(&inbuff[line_position],"%If%lf%fl', &min, &max, &nr_of_char);
domains[i].lgtdis = max-mm;

fclose (file_pointer);

/* Read the events in from the file with filename <file_name> *1
void Train(char file_name[20])

FILE *file_pointer;
char line_content[BUFSIZE]; /* buffer to hold scanned input *1
mt concept_number;
event *evt;

testing = FALSE;
printf ("* * ***** Method %d ***\j", classification_method);

printf ("Training %s .\n", file_name);
if ((file_pointer=fopen(file_name,"r"))NULL) {

printf("Cannot open file %s\n", file_name);
exit (1);

Initial izeConceptsO;
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while (fgets (line_content, BUFSIZE, file_pointer) != NULL) {
evt = InitializeEvent (evt);
evt = ReadEvent (line_content, evt, &concept_number);
nr_of_events++;
UpdateAll (evt, concept_number);
ClassifyEvent (evt, concept_number);

}

fclose (file_pointer);
PrintTrainingResults 0;

void Test (char file_name[20])

mt i;
FILE *file pointer;
char line_content[BUFSIZE]; /* buffer to hold scanned input *1
mt concept_number, total_classified=O, total_correct=O;
event *evt;
double distance;

testing = TRUE;
printf (Testing %s \n", file_name);
if ((file_pointer=fopen(file_name,"r'))NULL) (

printf('Cannot open file %s\n", file_name);
exit (1);

while (fgets (line_content, BUFSIZE, file_pointer) != NULL) {
total_classified++;
evt = InitializeEvent (evt);
evt = ReadEvent (line_content, evt, &concept_number);
if (CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance)) {

total_correct-i--i-;

free (evt->values);
free(evt);

}

printTestResults(total_correct, total_classified);
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1* Convert concept_name to concept_number *1

1*_i if notfound *1
mt GetConceptNumber (char *concept_name)

inti;

for (i=O; i <nr_of_concepts; i-i-+)
if (!(strcmp(concept_name, concept_names[i])))

return 1;
return -1;

event *ReadEvent (char line_content[BUFSIZE], event *evt, mt *concept_number)

char *char pointer;
mt i;

char_pointer = strtok (line_content, ",");
if (class_number == 0) (

*concept number = GetConceptNumber(char_poiflter);

else {
if (!(strcmp(char_pointer,"?")))

evt->values[0].missing = TRUE;
else if (!(strcmp(domainsEO] .type, "symbolic")))

strcpy (evt->values[0] .symbolic, char_pointer);
else

evt->values[0] .numeric = atof(char_pointer);

for (i= 1; i<=nr_of_domains; i-i-+) {
char_pointer = strtok (NULL, ", \n");
if (class_number == i)

*concept_number = GetConceptNumber(char_pointer);

else if (class_number> i) {
if (char_pointer[0] =

evt->values[i].missing = TRUE;
else if (!(strcmp(domains[i] .type,"symbolic")))
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strcpy (evt->values [i] .symbolic, char_pointer);
else

evt->values[i] .numeric = atof(char_pointer);

else /* class_number < i *1 {

if (char_pointer[O] =
evt->values[i-1].missing = TRUE;

else if (!(strcmp(domains[i-l].type,"symbolic")))
strcpy (evt->values[i- 1] .symbolic, char_pointer);

else
evt->values[i- 1] .numeric = atof(char_pointer);

concepts [*concept_number] .numevents++;
return evt;

event *InitialjzeEvent (event *evt)

mt i;
static mt nr_of_calls=O;

nr_of_calls++;
if(!(evt = (event *) malloc (sizeof (event)))) {

printf ("Out of memory [InitializeEventi]");
exit(l);

if (!(evt->values = (attribute *) malloc (nr_of_domains * (sizeof (attribute))))) (
printf ("%d bytes requested\n", nr_of_calls * nr_of_domains * sizeof (attribute));
printf ("Number of calls: %d\n", nr_of_calls);
printf ("Out of memory [InitializeEvent2]");
exit(1);

evt->intrasim = 0;
evt->intersim = 0;
evt->typicality = 0;
evt->nr_classified = 0;
evt->nr_correct = 0;
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for (i=O; i<nr_of_domains; i-i--i-)
evt->values[i].missing = FALSE;

return evt;

void InitializeConcepts (void)

intk;

nr_of_events=O;
if (!(concepts = (concept *) malloc (nr_of_concepts * sizeof (concept)))){

printf ("Out of memory [InitializeConcepts]\n");
exit(1);

for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k-i-i-) {
concepts[k].events = NULL;
concepts[k].description = NULL;
concepts[k] .numevents=O;
concepts[k] .num_description=O;
concepts[k] .averagejh is_concept = InitializeAverage (concepts[k] .average_this_concept);
concepts[k] .average_other_concepts = Initial izeAverage (concepts[k] .average_other_concepts);

.4
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classify .c

1* classify.c *1

/* June 1996, Erik van Renselaar /

#include "datastru.h"
#include 'compute h"
#include "list.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

mt RandomConcept (void)

mt k, random_nr, totalO;

/*randomjzeO;*/
random_nr = RANDOM (nr_of_events);
for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k-H-) {

total += concepts[k].numevents;
if (random_nr < total)

return(k);

return -1;

1* return the distance of the event in the current description_list
that is closest to evt *1

double SmallestDistance (event *evt, event **description_list)

event *a = *descrjptjon list;
double distance = IMPOSSIBLE, new_distance;

while (a) {
if (typicality_based)

new_distance = (1/a->typicality) * EventDistance (a, evt);

else
new_distance = EventDistance (a, evt);

if (new_distance <distance)
distance = new_distance;

a = a->next;
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I

return distance;

1* CorrectlyClassified checks if evt is correctly classified, i.e.
CorrectlyClassified returns the event with the highest typicality
that correctly classifies evt; NULL otherwise *1

event *ConectlyClassified (event *evt, mt concept_number, double *smallest distance)

event *a = concepts[concept_numberl.description, *returnevt=NULL;

inti;
double new_distance, distance = IMPOSSIBLE, event_distance;
bool classified = FALSE;

1* determine smallest distance to event in other concepts /
for (i=0; i<nr_of_concepts; i-H-) {

if (I != concept_number)
new_distance = SmallestDistance (evt, &concepts[i] .description);
if (new_distance < distance)

distance = new_distance;

I

*smallest distance = distance;
1* check if there is an event in the description of concept concept_number

that has a distance closer to evt than distance *1
while (a) (

if (typicality_based)
event_distance = a->typicality ? (l/a->typicality) * EventDistance (a, evt) :0;

else
event_distance = EventDistance (a, evt);

if (event_distance <distance) {
if (testing)

a->nr_correct++;
if (!classified) (1* first event that correctly classifies evt ???*I

return_evt = a;

classified = TRUE;

else if (event_distance == distance) {

if (testing && (concept_number == RandomConcepto)) {

a->nr_correct++;
if (!classified)
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return_evt = a;

}

if (testing)
a->nr_classified++;

a = a->next;

if (!classified) {
if ((EventDistance (return_evt, evt) = 0) && (concept_number != RandomConcepto))

return NULL;

return return_evt;

1* FindEvent returns the event with the highest typicality that correctly
classifies the event to be classified; i.e. FindEvent returns event
from the others-list (those events that are not in the description) of
the correct concept that has a distance to evt that is smaller than distance.
If there is no such event, FindEvent returns NULL*/

event *FindEvent (event *evt, double distance, event **others_Iist)

event *a = *others list;
double weight;

while (a) {
if ((1 /a->typicality) * EventDistance (a, evt) <distance)

return a;
a = a->next;

return NULL;

1* find random event from others_list of concept_number *1
event (mt concept_number, event **others_list)

event *a = *others list
mt event_nr, i, temp;

temp = concepts[concept_number] .numevents- concepts[concept_number] .num_description;
event_nr = RANDOM (temp);
for (i=O; i<event_nr; i++)

a=a->next;
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return a;

/* if evt is incorrectly classified, find the event with the highest
typicality that correctly classified evt. If there is no such event,
store evt *1

void ClassifyMethodi (event *evt, mt concept_number)

mt i;
double distance=IMPOSSIBLE;
event *storedevt;

typicality_based = TRUE;
evt->intrasim = 1- DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number] .average_this_concept,

concept_number);
evt->intersim = 1 - DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number] .average_other_concepts,

concept_number);
if (evt->intersim != 0)

evt->typicality = evt->intrasim/evt->intersim;
if (concepts[concept_number].description == NULL) {

concepts[concept_number] .num_description+-f;
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
return;

if (CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance)) {
/* Store evt in events; i.e. not in description list */
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number].events);

else {
/* Find event in events-list of concept_number that correctly classifies evt *1
stored_evt = FindEvent (evt, distance, &concepts[concept_number].events);
if (stored_evt != NULL) (/ delete stored_evt from events-list; add stored_evt to description *1

DeleteEvent (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);
concepts [concept_number] .num_description++;
StoreEventlnOrder (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

else {
1* store evt in description of concept_number *1
concepts[concept_number] .num_descripti on-H-;
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
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1* if event is incorrectly classified => store event with highest typicality */

void ClassifyMethod2 (event *evt, mt concept_number)

mt i;
double distance=IMPOSSIBLE;
event *storedevt;

typicality_based = TRUE;
evt->intrasim = 1- DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number] .average_this_concept,

concept_number);
evt->intersim = 1 - DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number].aVerage_other_C0ncePtS

concept_number);
if (evt->intersim != 0)

evt->typicality = evt->intrasim/evt->interSim;
if (concepts[concept_number].deScriPtiofl == NULL) {

concepts[concept_numberl .num_description++;
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_numberl.desCriPtiofl)
return;

if (CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance)) {
1* Store evt in events; i.e. not in description list *1

StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number].evefltS)

else {
concepts[concept_number] .num_description++;
stored_evt = FindEvent (evt, IMPOSSIBLE, &concepts[concept_number].eVentS)
if ((stored_evt=NULL) II(evt->typicality >= stored_evt->typicality))

StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

else {
DeleteEvent (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);
StoreEventlnOrder (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_numberl .events);

}

/ same as method 1, but if evt is correctly classified, compare its typicality
with the typicality of the event that correctly classified evt. If the typicality
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of the stored_evt is lower than evt, remove stored_evt from the description

and insert evt /
void ClassifyMethod3 (event *evt, mt concept_number)

inti;
double distance=IMPOSSIBLE;
event *storedevt;

typicality_based = TRUE;
evt->intrasim = 1- DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number] .average_this_concept,

concept_number);
evt->intersim = 1 - DistanceWithAverage (evt, concepts[concept_number].average_other_conceptS,

concept_number);
if (evt->intersim != 0)

evt->typicality = evt->intrasim/evt->interSim;
if (concepts[concept_number].description == NULL)

concepts[concept_numberl . num_description++;
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
return;

stored_evt = CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance);
if (stored_evt != NULL) {

if (stored_evt->typicality >= evt->typicality)
/* Store evt in events; i.e. not in description list */

StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

else {
DeleteEvent (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
StoreEventlnOrder (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number].description);

I

I
else (

/* Find event in events-list of concept_number that correctly classifies evt /
stored_evt = FindEvent (evt, distance, &concepts[concept_number] .events);
if (stored_evt != NULL) t

1* delete stored_evt from events-list; add stored_evt to description *1
DeleteEvent (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);
concepts[concept_number] .num_description++;
StoreEventlnOrder (stored_evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

else (
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1* store evt in description of concept_number */

concepts[concept_numberl.num_description++;
StoreEventlnOrder (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

}

/ Store all events : lB 1 /
void ClassifyMethod4 (event *evt, mt concept_number)

typicality_based = FALSE;
concepts[concept_number] .num_description++;
StoreEvent (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

/* Store only those instances that were incorrectly classified: 1B2 *1

void ClassifyMethod5 (event *evt, mt concept_number)

double distance;

typicality_based = FALSE;
if (concepts[concept_number].description == NULL) {

concepts[concept_number] .num_description++;
StoreEvent (evt, &concepts [concept_number] .description);
return;

if (CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance))
StoreEvent (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

else
1* store evt in description of concept_number *1
concepts[concept_number] .num_description-s-+;
StoreEvent (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

}

}

void ClassifyMethod6 (event *evt, mt concept_number)

event *random event
double distance;

typicality_based = FALSE;
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if (concepts[concept_flumber].deSCflPtion == NULL) {

concepts[concept_flumber] .num_description++;
StoreEvent (evt, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

return;

StoreEvent (evt, &concepts[concept_nuniber] .events);

if (!(CorrectlyClassified (evt, concept_number, &distance))) {/ store random event in description of concept_number *1

concepts[concept_number] .num_description++;
random_event = FindRandomEvent (concept_number, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

DeleteEvent (random_event, &concepts[concept_number] .events);

StoreEvent (random_event, &concepts[concept_number] .description);

void ClassifyEvent (event *evt, mt concept_number)

switch(classification_methOd) (
case I : ClassifyMethodi (evt, concept_number);

break;
case 2 : ClassifyMethod2 (evt, concept_number);

break;
case 3 : ClassifyMethod3 (evt, concept_number);

break;
case 4 : ClassifyMethod4 (evt, concept_number);

break;
case 5 : ClassifyMethod5 (evt, concept_number);

break;
case 6 : ClassifyMethod6 (evt, concept_number);

break;
default: ClassifyMethodi (evt, concept_number);

}
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compute.c

1* compute.c *1

/* June 1996, Erik van Renselaar /

#include "datastru.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "list.h"

double * * In itializeAverage (double * * average);

void UpdateAverage (mt concept_number, event *evt);
void Updatelntrasim (event **evt, mt concept_number);
void Updatelntersim (event **evt, mt concept_number);
void UpdateTypicality (event **evt);
double EventDistance (event *evt 1, event *evt2);
double DistanceWithAverage (event *evtl, double **average, mt concept_number);
mt GetAttributelndex(int domain_number, char attribute_name[20]);
mt NrOfLineslnFile (char fzle_name[20]);

double * *Initial izeAverage (double * *average)

mt i,j;

if (!(average = (double **) malloc (nr_of_domains * sizeof (double *)))) {
printf ("Out of memory");
exit(1);

}

for (1=0; 1 <nr_of_domains; i-H-)
if (!(strcmp (domamns[i].type, "symbolic"))) {

if (!(average[i] = (double *) malloc (domains[i].lgtdis * sizeof (double)))) {
printf ("Out of memory");
exit(1);

I

else
if (!(average[iJ = (double *) malloc (sizeof (double)))) {

printf ("Out of memory");
exit(l);
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for (i=0; i <nr_of_domains; i++)
if (!(strcmp (domains[i].type, "symbolic"))) {

for (j=O; j <domains[i].lgtdis; j-i--t-)

average[i][j] = 0;

I

else
average[i][0] = 0;

return average;

void UpdateAverage (mt concept_number, event *evt)

mt attribute_index, i, j;
mt n;

for (j=0; j<nr_of_domains; j++) f

if (!(evt->values[j].missing))
if (!(strcmp (domains[j] .type, "symbolic"))) {

attribute_index = GetAttributelndex (j, evt->values[j] .symbolic);
for (i=0; i <nr_of_concepts; i++)

if (i == concept_number)
concepts[i] .average_this_concept[j] [attribute_index]++;

else
concepts[i] .average_other_concepts[j][attribute_index]++;

else {
for (i=0; i <nr_of_concepts; i-H-)

if (i == concept_number) {

n = concepts[concept_number].numevents
1* n == number of events in current concept *1

concepts[i] .average_this_concept[j] [01=
(n-i) * concepts[i] .average_this_concept[jJ [O]-i-evt->values[j] .numeric) / n;

I

else {

n = nr_of_events - concepts[i].numevents;
concepts[i] .average_other_concepts[j] [0]=
((n-i) * concepts[i] .average_other_concepts[j] [0] +evt->values[j] .numeric) / n;

I

I
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/* change intrasimilarity for all events in current concept *1

void Updatelntrasim (event **evt, mt concept_number)

event *p;

p = *evt;
while (p) {

p->intrasim = 1 - DistanceWithAverage (p, concepts[concept_number] .average_this_concept,
concept_number);

p = p->next;

I

1* change intersimilarity for all events in current concept /
void Updatelntersim (event **evt, mt concept_number)

event *p;
inti;

p — *evt;

while (p) {
p->intersim = 1 - DistanceWithAverage (p, concepts[concept_number] .average_other_concepts,

concept_number);
p = p->next;

1* change typicality for all events in current concept *1
void UpdateTypicality (event **evt)

event *p;

p = *evt;
while (p) (

if (p->intersim != 0)
p->typicality = p->intrasim/p->intersim;

p = p->next;

I
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void UpdateAll (event *evt, mt concept_number)

mt k;

UpdateAverage (concept_number, evt);
for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k++) {

if (k == concept_number) {

Updatelntrasim (&concepts[k] .events, k);
Updatelntrasim (&concepts[k].description, k);

else {
Updatelntersim (&concepts[k].events, k);
Updatelntersim (&concepts[k].description, k);

UpdateTypicality (&concepts[k].events);
UpdateTypicality (&concepts[k] .description);
InsertionSort (&concepts[k] .events);
InsertionSort (&concepts[k] .description);

1* return the number of lines in file <file_name> I
mt NrOfLineslnFile (char file_name[20])
{

FILE *fp;

mt count=O;
char i nbuff[BUFSLZE];

if ((fp=fopen(file_name, 'r"))==NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

while ( fgets( inbuff, BUFS[ZE, fp) != NULL) count++;
fclose (fp);
return (count);
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1* get the index for attribute attribute_name of domain domain_number */

/*i if not found */
mt GetAttributelndex (mt domain_number, char attribute_name[20])

mt i;

for (i=0; i <domains[domain_number].lgtdiS; i+÷)
if (!(strcmp(domains[domaifl_number] .values[i] .symbolic, attribute_name)))

return i;
return -1;

I

double DistanceWithAverage (event *evtl, double **average, mt concept_number)

mt i, attribute_index;
double result = 0.0;
double temp;

for (i=0; knr_of_domains; i-H-) {
if (evtl->values[i].missing)

temp=0.5;
else
if (!(strcmp(domains[i].type,"flUmeriC")))

temp = (evtl->values[i].numeric - average[i][0]) I domains[i].Igtdis;

else {
attribute_index = GetAttributelndex (i, evt 1 ->values[i] .symbolic);

temp average[i] [attribute_index] I concepts[concept_number] .numevents- 1;

I

result += temp*temp;

return (sqrt (resultlnr_of_domains));
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1* Compute the distance between two events by measuring the euclidean

distance between the instances and multiply this distance with a weight w

double EventDistance (event *evtl, event *evt2)

mt i;
double result = 0.0;
double temp;

for (i=0; i<znr_of_domains; i-H-) {
if (evtl>va1ues[i].mi5Siflg II evt2->values[i].missing)

result++;

else if (!(strcmp(domains[i] .type,"numeric"))) {
temp = (evt 1 ->values[i] .numeric - evt2->values[i] .numeric) I domains[i] .lgtdis;

result += temp*temp;

else if (strcmp (evt I ->values[i] .symbolic, evt2->values[i] .symbolic))

result++;

return (sqrt (result/nr_of_domaifls))
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list.c

1* Iist.c: basic listoperations *1
/* June 1996: Erik van Renselaar *1

#include "datastru.h"
#include "compute.h"
#include <stdio.h>

/* Store event in unsorted doubly linked list (description) *1

void StoreEvent (event *evt, event **start)

event *p =

jf (* start == NULL)
evt->next =NULL;

else (
p->prior = evt;
evt->next = p;

evt->prior = NULL;
= evt;

/* Store event in sorted doubly linked list (events) *1
void StoreEventlnOrder (event 9, event **sty)

event *p, *old;

jf (*start == NULL) (

i->next = NULL;
i->prior = NULL;
*start =
return;

p = *st;
old = NULL;
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while (p) {
if (p->typicality> i->typicality) {

old = p;
p = p->next;

}

else {

if (p->prior) {
p->prior->next =

i->next = p;
i->prior = p->prior;
p->prior = 1;

return;

I

i->next = p; 1* new first element /
i->prior = NULL;
p->prior =

= i;
return;

I

old->next = i; /*put on end */
i->next = NULL;
i->prior = old;

void InsertionSort (event **start)

event *a = *stajt *b, *C;

double typ, intra, inter;
attribute *values;

if ((*start != NULL) && ((*start)>next != NULL)) {

for (a=a->next; a != NULL; a=a->next) {
typ = a->typicality;
intra = a->intrasim;
inter = a->intersim;
values = a->values;
for (b=a->prior, c=a->prior; ((b != NULL) && (typ > b->typicality)); b=b->prior) {

(b->next)->typicality = b->typicality;
(b->next)->intrasim = b->intrasim;
(b->next)->intersim = b->intersim;
(b->next)->values = b->values;
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c=b;

if(!b) {
c->typicality = typ;
c->intrasim = intra;
c->intersim = inter;
c->values = values;

}

else {

b->next->typicality = typ;
b->next->intrasim = intra;
b->next->intersim = inter;
b->next->values = values;

}

void DeleteEvent (event Kj, event **stall)

if(i ==NULL)
return;

if (i->prior)
i->prior->next = i->next;

else { 1* new first item /
*staIt = i->next;
if (*start)

(*stafl)..>prior = NULL;

if (i->next)
i->next->prior = i->prior;

I
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print.c

1* print.c *1
1* Junel 1996, Erik van Renselaar /

#include "datastru.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

void WriteEvent (event *evt)

inti;

printf ("%.2lñt%.21f\t%.21f\t",evt->typicality, evt->intrasim, evt->intersim);
for (i=0; i<nr_of_domains; i++)

if (evt->values[i].missing)
printf ("? ");

else if (!(strcmp(domains[i] .type, "numeric")))
printf ("%.Olf ", evt->values[i] .numeric);

else
printf ("%s ", evt->values[i].symbolic);

/*jf (evt->nr_classified != 1)

printf ("\t\t%d\t%d\t%.2Iñt", evt->nr_classified, evt->nr_correct, 100 * (double)

evt->nr_correctl (double) evt>nr_classified);*/
printf ("\n");

void WriteEvents (event *evt)

mt i=0;

printf (" Typicality Intrasim Intersim Values\t\t#classified #correct percentage correct\t\n");
while (evt) {

printf ("[%d]\t", i++);
WriteEvent (evt);
evt = evt->next;

I

I
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void WriteTypicalitiesToFile (char file_name[20])
t

FILE *file pointer;
event *evt;
inti;

if ((file_pointer=fopen(file_name,"a+"))=NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\.n");
exit (1);

fprintf (file_pointer, "Trainingsfile: %s, Testfile: %s, Classification_method: %d\n",
train_file_name, test_file_name, classification_method);

for (i=O; i<nr_of_concepts; i++) {
fprintf (file_pointer,"****** Concept %d *\n', i);
evt = concepts[i].description;
while (evt) (

fprintf (file_pointer, "%.21f\t%.21f\n", evt->typicality, 100 * (double) evt->nr_correct/ (double)
evt->nr classified);

evt=evt->next;

}

fprintf (file_pointer, "\n");
fclose (file_pointer);

I

void Wri teValuesToFile (char file_name[20])

FILE *fjlepiflter;
event *evt;
mt i,j;

if ((file_pointer=fopen(file_name,"a+"))==NULL) (
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

I

fprintf (file_pointer, "Train ingsfile: %s, Testfile: %s, Classification_method: %d\n",
train_file_name, test_file_name, classification_method);

for (i=0; i<nr_of_concepts; i-i--i-) {
fprintf(file_pointer,"****** Concept %d *\n", i);
evt = concepts[i].description;
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while (evt) {
for (j=O; j<nr_of_domains; j-i-÷)

if (evt->values[j].missing)
fprintf (file_pointer,"? ");

else if (!(strcmp(domains[j] .type, "numeric")))
fprintf (file_pointer,"%.Olf\t", evt->values[j] .numeric);

else
fprintf (file_pointer,"%s ", evt->values[j ] .symbolic);

fprintf (file_pointer,"\n");
evt=evt->next;

fprintf (file_pointer,"\n");
fclose (file_pointer);

void WriteConcepts (void)

mt i,j, k;

printf ("Total number of events: %d\n", nr_of_events);
for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k-H-) {

printf ("\t\t**** Concept %d (%s) k, concept_names[k]);
/*printf ("Average\n");*/
for (1=0; i < nr_of_domains; i-H-) (

/*prjntf ("Domain %d ", j);*/
if (!(strcmp (domains[i] .type, "symbolic")))

for (j=O; j <domains[i].Igtdis; j++) {
/*printf ("%s: ", domains[i] .values[j] .symbolic);
printf ("(this: %.Olf, other: %.Olf) ",

concepts[k] .average_this_concept[i] U] ,concepts[k] .average_other_concepts[i] j]);*/

else
printf ("THIS : %.21f && OTHER: %.21f',k,

concepts[k].average_this_concept[i] [0],

concepts [k] .average_other_concepts[i] [0]);
/*printf ("");*/

}
/*pnntf ("\t\t** * * Others *****');
WriteEvents (concepts[k].events);*/
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printf (h'\t\t* ** * DESCRIPTION * ** **j");
printf ("Number of events in description: %d\n", concepts[k].num_description);
WriteEvents (concepts[k] .description);

1* print all fields in domain structure /
void WriteDomains (domain *dom)

{

mt i,j;
printf ("Domainvalues (nr_of_domains = %d)\n", ni_of_domains);
printf ("number\t type Igtdis\n\n");
for (i=O; i < nr_of_domains; i-t-+) {

printf ("%d\t%s %.21f\t", I, dom[i].type, dom[i].lgtdis);
if (!(strcmp(dom[i].type,"symbolic")))

for (j=O; j <dom[i].lgtdis; j++)
printf ("%s ', dom[i] .values[j].symbolic);

printf ('\n");

printf ("\nNumber of different concepts: %d\n\n", ni_of_concepts);

void PrintTrainingResults (void)

inti;
char temp_n ame[20];
FILE *fp;
char cI_methods[6] [1 O]= ( "iTIBLi ", "1TIBL2", "ITIBL3", "lB 1", '1B2", "RANDOM" };

if ((fp=fopen(result_file_name, "a+"))==NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

strcpy (temp_name, test_file_name);
strtok(temp_name,".");
fprintf (fp, "method: %d\n", classification_method);
for (i=O; i <nr_of_concepts; i÷+) {

fprintf (fp, "concept: %d %d %d\n",
i, concepts[i] .num_description, concepts[i] .numevents);

fclose (fp);)
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void PrintTestResults (mt total_correct, mt total_classified)

FILE *fp;

if ((fp=fopen(result_file_name, "a+"))==NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

fprintf (fp, "test: %d %d\n", total_classified, total_correct);
fclose (fp);

void PrintMofN (char file_name[20])

FILE *flle pointer[ 10];
event *evt;
mt i, k, nr_of_zeros, nr_of_ones;
char mod_fl le_name[20];
mt count_ones[1 l][10];

for (i=0; i<1l; i++)
for (k0; k<nr_of_concepts; k-H-)

count_ones[i][k] = 0;
for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k+-+-) (

sprintf(mod_flle_name, "%s%d%d.des", file_name, k, classification_method);
if ((flle_pointer[k}=fopen(mod_file_name,"w"))NULL) {

printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

}

for (k=0; k<nr_of_concepts; k-H-) {
evt = concepts[k].description;
while (evt) (

nr_of_ones=0;
for (i=O; i<nr_of_domains; i-H-)

nr_of_ones+=evt->values[i] .numeric;
count_ones[nr_of_ones] [kJ-H-;
evt = evt->next;

}

for (i=0; i<11; i++)
for (k=O; k<nr_of_concepts; k-i--i-)
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fprintf (file_pointer[k], "%d\t%d\n", i, count_ones[i] [k]);
exit(1);

void PrintClassificationMethods (void)

{
printf(\t******** Training methods ********\n\n");
printf ("There are several methods to determine which instance is to be stored\n");
printf ("and which instances are to be discarded\n");
printf ("Method 1 uses the following algorithm:\n\n");
printf ("- if the description of the concept that the event belongs to is empty\n");
printf (" store event in description\n");
printf ("- if event is correctly classified store event in others\n");
printf (" store event in others\n");
printf ("- if event NOT correctly classified\n");
printf (" find event in others that correctly classifies event and\n");
printf (" store this event in description.\n");
printf ("- if there is no event in others that correctly classifies event\.n");
printf (" store event in description\n");
printf ("\n");
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Source Code Assisting Tools
generate.C

1* generate.c /
/*June 1996, Erik van Renselaar *1
1* this program generates a number of training- and testsets from a given dataset *1

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define BUFS[ZE 200

mt nr_of_trainingJnstances;
mt nr_of_lines_in_file, nr_of_files;
fpos_t start_train_file;
char data_set[20];
char outpuLflle[20];

1* return the number of lines in file <data_set> /
mt NrOfLineslnFile (char file_name[20])

FILE *fp;
mt count=0;
char inbuff[BUFSIZE];

if ((fp=fopen(file_name,'r))NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

while ( fgets( inbuff, BUFSIZE, fp) != NULL)
count++;

fclose (fp);
return (count);

}

void InitializePositions (mt **positjons)

mt *start=*pOsitiOfls
inti;
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for (i=O; knr_of_lines_in_file; i-i--i-)
start[i]=i;

I

void GetLine (mt line_nr, FILE *file pointer, char content[200])

inti;

fsetpos (file_pointer, &start_train_file);
for (i=0; i <= line_nr; 1+-i-)

fgets (content, 200, file_pointer);

void GenerateSets 0

mt *positions;
FILE *fp, *trainfp, *testfp;
mt i, k, new_number, count_lines = 0;
char line_content[BUFSIZE];
char training_file[20], test_file[20];

if (!(positions = (mt *) malloc (nr_of_lines_in_file * sizeof (int)))) {
printf ("Out of memory");
exit(l);

/* Open files */
if ((fp=fopen(data_set, "r'))==NULL) {

printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

fgetpos (fp, &start_train_file); 1* start_train_file contains beginning of file */
InitializePositions (&positions);

1* compute nr of lines in testset *1
for (i=0; knr_of_files; i-I--f-) {

printf ("Creating files %02d. . .\n", i);
sprintf(training_file, "%s_train.%02d", output_file, i);
sprintf(test_file, "%s_test.%02d", output_file, i);
if ((trainfp=fopen(training_file,"w"))==NULL) f

printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

I
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if ((testfp=fopen(test_file,"w")):NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file\n");
exit (1);

)

for (k=O; k<nr_of_lines_in_file; k++) {
if (count_lines = nr_of_lines_in_file) (

InitializePositions (&positions);
count_lines = 0;

count_lines++;
new_number = (int) floor (nr_of_linesJn_file * drand48O) /*randomly select new line */
while(positions[new_number] == -1)

new_number=(new_number-i- 1) %nr_ofjines_in_file;
positions[new_number] = -1;
GetLine (new_number, fp, line_content);
if (k < nr_of_training_instances)

fpri ntf (trainfp, "%s", line_content);
else

fprintf (testfp, "%s", line_content);

fclose (trainfp); fclose (testfp);

fclose (fp);

void SetGlobals (mt argc, char *argv[])

if(argc =5) (

printf ("Usage: generate <name inputfile><name outputfile><number of training-instances><nr of
files>\n");

exit (1);

strcpy (data_set, argv[ 1]);
strcpy (output_file, argv[2]);
nr_of_lines_in_file = NrOfLineslnFile (data_set);
nr_of_training_instances = atoi (argv[3]);
nr_of_files = atoi (argv[4]);

mt main (mt argc, char *argv[])

SetGlobals (argc, argv);
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system ("clear");
GenerateSetsO;
return (0);

analyze.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

#define NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS 10
#define NROFCONCEPTS 2
1* number of training-instances for certain concept /
long mt total_train[NROFCLASSLFICATIONMETHODSI [NROFCONCEPTS];
1* number of stored instances for certain concept *1
long mt stored[NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS] [NROFCONCEPTS];
1* number of correctly classified instances for classification method */

long mt correct[NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS]
1* total number of instances used for classification method */

long mt total_test[NROFCLASSWICATIONMETHODS]
1* count number of runs for each different method */

mt count[NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS];

void InitArrays (void)

mt i,j;

for (i=0; i <NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS; i-H-) {
count[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j <NROFCONCEPTS; j++) {

total_train[i][j] = 0;
stored[i][j] = 0;

correct[i] = 0;
total_test[i] = 0;

void PrintSummary(void)

mt i,j;
long mt t_t, t_s; / number of test instances and number of instances stored for current class method */
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/*printf (\t\t\tSUMMARY\n\n");*/
for (1=0; i<NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS; i÷+) {

if (count[i]>0) {
t_t =0;
t_s=0;
/*printf ("Total number of runs for classification..method %d is %d\n", i, count[i]);*/
for (j=0; jNROFCONCEPTS; j-1-+) {

t_t+=total_train[i] U];
t_s+=stored[i] Ii];
I*pnntf ("Concept %d: #%ld instances out of #%ld traininginstances were stored\n",

j, stored[i][j], total_train[i][jJ);
printf ("This is %.21f%%\n", 100 * (double)stored[i][j] / (double)total_train[i][j]);*/

printf ("%.2lftt%.2lñt, 100 * (double)t_s/ (double) t_t, 100 * (double) correct[i] /

(double)total_test[i]);
/*printf ("\n%ld events were classified and %ld of those events were correctly classified\n",

total_test[i], correct[i]);*/
/*pi.jfltf (This means a classification rate of %.21f%%\n",

100 * (double) correct[i] / (double)total_test[i]);
printf

#######\n") ;*/

printf("\n");

void PrintToFile (char file_name[20])

FILE *file pointer;
mt i,j;
long mt train_nr[NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS],

stored_nr[NROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS];
mt temp=0;

if ((file_pointer=fopen(file_name ,"a+"))=NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file %s\n", file_name);

exit (1);

for (j=0; j<NROFCONCEPTS; j++)
temp+=total_train[1]Ej];
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fprintf (file_pointer, "%d\t", temp/count[ I]);
for (1=0; kNROFCLASSIFICATIONMETHODS; i-H-) (

if (count[i]>0) {
train_nr[i]=0;

stored_nr[i]=0;
for (j=0; j<NROFCONCEPTS; j+-i-) {

train_nr[i]+=total_train[i] [ii;
stored_nr[i]+=stored[i]Li];

fprintf (file_pointer, "%.21f%% ", 100 * (double) stored_nr[i] / (double) train_nr[i]);
fprintf (file_pointer, "%.21f%%\t", 100 * (double) correct[i] I (double) total_test[i]);

I

fprintf (file_pointer,"\n");

mt main (mt argc, char *argv[])

FILE *ffle pointer;
mt class_method, concept_nr, nr_stored, nr_total_train, nr_classified, nr_correct;
char line_content[ 100], temp_string[20];

if ((file_pointer=fopen(argv[ 1] ,'r"))==NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file %s\n", argv[1]);

exit (1);

InitArraysO;
while (fgets (line_content, 100, file_pointer) != NULL) {

switch (line_content[0]) {
case 'm':

sscanf (line_content," %s%d", temp_string, &class_method);
count[class_method]-i-+;
/*printf ("Run %d for classificationmethod %d\n", count[class_method], class_method);*/
break;

case 'c':
sscanf (line_content," %s%d%d%d", temp_string, &concept_nr, &nr_stored,

&nr_total_train);
/*printf ("Concept %d: #%d instances out of #%d traininginstances were stored\n",

concept_nr, nr_stored, nr_total_train);*/
/*printf ("This is %.21f%%\n", 100 * (double)nr_stored I (double)nr_total_train);*/

total_train [class_method] [concept_nr] += nr_total_train;
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stored [class_method] [concept_nr] += nr_stored;
break;

case 't':
sscanf (line_content,"%s%d%d", temp_string, &nr_classified, &nr_correct);
/*printf ("%d events were classified and %d of those events were correctly classified\n",

nr_classified, nr_correct);
printf ("This means a classification rate of %.21f%%\n",

100 * (double) nr_correctl (double) nr_classified);
printf

('I*************************************************************************************
* * * * * * * * * *\j" ); */

total_test[class_method] += nr_classified;
correct[class_method] += nr_correct;
break;

default:
printf ('MISTAKE\n");

PrintSummaryO;
if (argc>2)

PrintToFile(argv[2]);
fclose(file_pointer);
return (0);
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run.c

1* run.c *1

/* April 1996, Erik van Renselaar /
1* This progam runs the classification programs NROF'RUNS times.

The sizes of the trainingsets are provided by the user*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define NROFRUNS 10/* default number of runs

void main(int argc, char *argv[])

mt i,j, k;
mt nr_of_trainingJnstances;
char data_file[80], domain_file[80];
char command[80];
FILE *fp;

if(argc<4) (
printf ("Usage: %s <data file> <domain file> <# training_instances>\n", argv[0]);

exit(1);

strcpy (data_file, argv[1]);
strcpy (domain_file, argv[2]);

for (k=3; k<argc; k-H-) {
fp=fopen(results", "a+");
if (fp == NULL) (

printf("Can't open file results\n");
exit(1);

nr_of_training_instances atoi(argv[k]);
1* generate the input files */
sprintf (command, "generate %s yyy %d %d",

data_file, nr_of_training_instances, NROFRUNS);
system (command);
for (i=0; i<NROFRUNS; i-I--I-)

for (j=1;j'z7; j++) {
sprintf (command, "main %s yyy_train.%02d yyy_test.%02d %d yyy_res", domain_file, i, i, j);

system (command);
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fprintf (fp, "%d\t", nr_of_trainingJnstances);
fclose(fp);
1* analyze the results *1
system("analyze yyy_res >> results");
1* clean up the mess I
system ("rm yyy*");

}

1* sound when ready *1
printf (\a\a\a\a\a\a");





Appendix C

Descriptions of Applications

1. Congressional Voting Database

1. Title: 1984 United States Congressional Voting Records Database

2. Source Information:
(a) Source: Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 98th Congress,

2nd session 1984, Volume XL: Congressional Quarterly Inc.
Washington, D.C., 1985.

(b) Donor: Jeff Schlimmer (Jeffrey.Schlimmer@ a.gp.cs.cmu.edu)
(c) Date: 27 April 1987

3. Past Usage
- Publications

- Schlimmer, J. C. (1987). Concept acquisition through representational adjustment. Doctoral

dissertation, Department of Information and Computer Science, University of California, Irvine, CA.

- Results: about 90%-95% accuracy appears to be STAGGER's asymptote
- Predicted attribute: party affiliation (2 classes)

4. Relevant Information:
This data set includes votes for each of the U.S. House of Representatives Congressmen on the 16 key
votes identified by the CQA. The CQA lists nine different types of votes: voted for, paired for, and
announced for (these three simplified to yea), voted against, paired against, and announced against (these

three simplified to nay), voted present, voted present to avoid conflict of interest, and did not vote or
otherwise make a position known (these three simplified to an unknown disposition).

5. Number of Instances: 435 (267 democrats, 168 republicans)

6. Number of Attributes: 16 + class name = 17 (all Boolean valued)

7. Attribute Information:
1. Class Name: 2 (democrat, republican)
2. handicapped-infants: 2 (y,n)
3. water-project-cost-sharing: 2 (y,n)
4. adoption-of-the-budget-resolution: 2 (y,n)
5. physician-fee-freeze: 2 (y,n)
6. el-salvador-aid: 2 (y,n)
7. religious-groups-in-schools: 2 (y,n)
8. anti-satellite-test-ban: 2 (y,n)
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9. aid-to-nicaraguan-contraS: 2 (y,n)
10. mx-missile: 2 (y,n)
11. immigration: 2 (y,n)
12. synfuels-corporation-cutback: 2 (y,n)
13. education-spending: 2 (y,n)
14. superfund-right-to-sue: 2 (y,n)
15. crime: 2 (y,n)
16. duty-free-exports: 2 (y,n)
17. export-administration-act-south-africa: 2 (y,n)

8. Missing Attribute Values: Denoted by"?"

NOTE:It is important to recognize that "?" in this database does not mean that the value of the attribute i
unknown. It means simply, that the value is not "yea" or "nay" (see "Relevant Information" section above)

Attribute: #Missing Values:
1: 0
2: 0
3: 12
4: 48
5: 11

6: 11

7: 15

8: 11

9: 14
10: 15
11: 22
12: 7
13: 21
14: 31
15: 25
16: 17
17: 28

9. Class Distribution: (2 classes)
1. 45.2 percent are democrat
2. 54.8 percent are republican

Class predictiveness and predictability: Pr(CIA=V) and Pr(A=VIC)
Attribute 1: (A = handicapped-infants)
0.91; 1.21 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.09; 0.10 (C=republican; V=y)
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0.43; 0.38 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.57; 0.41 (C=republican; V=n)
0.75; 0.03 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.25; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 2: (A = water-project-cost-sharing)
0.62; 0.45 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.38; 0.23 (C=republican; V=y)
0.62; 0.45 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.38; 0.23 (C=republican; V=n)
0.58; 0.10 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.42; 0.06 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 3: (A = adoption-of-the-budget-resolution)
0.91; 0.87 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.09; 0.07 (C=republican; V=y)
0.17; 0.11 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.83; 0.44 (C=republican; V=n)
0.64; 0.03 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.36; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 4: (A = physician-fee-freeze)
0.08; 0.05 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.92; 0.50 (C=republican; V=y)
0.99; 0.92 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.01; 0.01 (C=republican; V=n)
0.73; 0.03 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.27; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 5: (A = el-salvador-aid)
0.26; 0.21 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.74; 0.48 (C=republican; V=y)
0.96; 0.75 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.04; 0.02 (C=republican; V=n)
0.80; 0.04 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.20; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 6: (A = religious-groups-in-schools)
0.45; 0.46 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.55; 0.46 (C=republican; V=y)
0.89; 0.51 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.11; 0.05 (C=republican; V=n)
0.82; 0.03 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.18; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 7: (A = anti-satellite-test-ban)
0.84; 0.75 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.16; 0.12 (C=republican; V=y)
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0.32; 0.22 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.68; 0.38 (C=republican; V=n)
0.57; 0.03 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.43; 0.02 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 8: (A = aid-to-nicaraguan-contras)
0.90; 0.82 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.10; 0.07 (C=republican; V=y)
0.25; 0.17 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.75; 0.41 (C=republican; V=n)
0.27; 0.01 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.73; 0.03 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 9: (A = mx-missile)
0.91; 0.70 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.09; 0.06 (C=republican; V=y)
0.29; 0.22 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.71; 0.45 (C=republican; V=n)
0.86; 0.07 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.14; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 10: (A = immigration)
0.57; 0.46 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.43; 0.28 (C=republican; V=y)
0.66; 0.52 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.34; 0.23 (C=republican; V=n)
0.57; 0.01 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.43; 0.01 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 11: (A = synfuels-corporation-cutback)
0.86; 0.48 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.14; 0.06 (C=republican; V=y)
0.48; 0.47 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.52; 0.43 (C=republican; V=n)
0.57; 0.04 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.43; 0.03 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 12: (A = education-spending)
0.21; 0.13 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.79; 0.42 (C=republican; V=y)
0.91; 0.80 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.09; 0.06 (C=republican; V=n)
0.58; 0.07 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.42; 0.04 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 13: (A = superfund-right-to-sue)
0.35; 0.27 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.65; 0.42 (C=republican; V=y)
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0.89; 0.67 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.11; 0.07 (C=republican; V=n)
0.60; 0.06 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.40; 0.03 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 14: (A = crime)
0.36; 0.34 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.64; 0.49 (C=republican; V=y)
0.98; 0.63 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.02; 0.01 (C=republican; V=n)
0.59; 0.04 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.41; 0.02 (C=republican; V=?)

Attribute 15: (A = duty-free-exports)
0.92; 0.60 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.08; 0.04 (C=republican; V=y)
0.39; 0.34 (Cdemocrat; V=n)
0.61; 0.44 (C=republican; V=n)
0.57; 0.06 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.43; 0.04 (C=republican; V=?)
Attribute 16: (A = export-administration-act-south-africa)
0.64; 0.65 (C=democrat; V=y)
0.36; 0.30 (C=republican; V=y)
0.19; 0.04 (C=democrat; V=n)
0.81; 0.15 (C=republican; V=n)
0.79; 0.31 (C=democrat; V=?)
0.21; 0.07 (C=republican; V=?)
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2. Malignant Tumor Classification

This breast cancer database was obtained from the University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison from Dr.
William H. Wolberg.

1. Title: Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database (January 8, 1991)

2. Sources:
- Dr. WIlliam H. Wolberg (physician)
University of Wisconsin Hospitals
Madison, Wisconsin
USA

- Donor: Olvi Mangasarian (mangasarian@cs.wisc.edu)
Received by David W. Aha (aha@cs.jhu.edu)

- Date: 15 July 1992

3. Past Usage:

Attributes 2 through 10 have been used to represent instances. Each instance has one of 2 possible classes:
benign or malignant.

1. Wolberg, W. H., & Mangasarian, 0. L. (1990). Multisurface method of pattern separation for
medical diagnosis applied to breast cytology. In Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
(1987, 9193-9196)

- Size of data set: only 369 instances (at that point in time)
- Collected classification results: I trial only
- Two pairs of parallel hyperplanes were found to be consistent with 50% of the data
- Accuracy on remaining 50% of dataset: 93.5%
- Three pairs of parallel hyperplanes were found to be consistent with

67% of data
- Accuracy on remaining 33% of dataset: 95.9%

4. Relevant Information:

'0. L. Mangasarian and W. H. Wolberg: "Cancer diagnosis via linear programming",
SIAM News, Volume 23, Number 5, September 1990, pp 1 & 18.
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Samples arrive periodically as Dr. Wolberg reports his clinical cases. The database therefore reflects this

chronological grouping of the data. This grouping information appears immediately below, having been

removed from the data itself:

Group 1: 367 instances (January 1989)
Group 2: 70 instances (October 1989)
Group 3: 31 instances (February 1990)
Group 4: 17 instances (April 1990)
Group 5: 48 instances (August 1990)
Group 6: 49 instances (Updated January 1991)
Group 7: 31 instances (June 1991)
Group 8: 86 instances (November 1991)

Total: 699 points (as of the donated datbase on 15 July 1992)

Note that the results summarized above in Past Usage refer to a dataset of size 369, while Group 1 has only

367 instances. This is because it originally contained 369 instances; 2 were removed. The following
statements summarizes changes to the original Group l's set of data:

##### Group 1: 367 points: 200B l67M (January 1989)
##### Revised Jan 10, 1991: Replaced zero bare nuclei in 1080185 & 1187805

##### Revised Nov 22,1991: Removed 765878,4,5,9,7,10,10,10,3,8,1 no record
##### : Removed 484201,2,7,8,8,4,3,10,3,4,1 zero epithelial

Changed 0 to 1 in field 6 of sample 1219406
Changed 0 to I in field 8 of following sample:

##### : 1182404,2,3,1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1

5. Number of Instances: 699 (as of 15 July 1992)

6. Number of Attributes: 10 plus the class attribute

7. Attribute Information: (class attribute has been moved to last column)

# Attribute Domain

1. Sample code number id number
2. Clump Thickness 1 - 10

3. Uniformity of Cell Size 1 - 10

4. Uniformity of Cell Shape 1 - 10

5. Marginal Adhesion 1 - 10

6. Single Epithelial Cell Size 1 - 10

7. Bare Nuclei 1-10
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8. Bland Chromatin 1 - 10

9. Normal Nucleoli 1 - 10

10. Mitoses 1 - 10

11. Class: (2 for benign, 4 for malignant)

8. Missing attribute values: 16

There are 16 instances in Groups I to 6 that contain a single missing (i.e., unavailable) attribute value, now

denoted by "?"

9. Class distribution:

Benign: 458 (65.5%)
Malignant: 241 (34.5%)
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3. Diabetes in Pima Indians

1. Title: Pima Indians Diabetes Database

2. Sources:
(a) Original owners: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(b) Donor of database: Vincent Sigillito (vgs@aplcen.apl.jhu.edu)

Research Center, RMI Group Leader
Applied Physics Laboratory
The Johns Hopkins University
Johns Hopkins Road
Laurel, MD 20707
(301) 953-6231

(c) Date received: 9 May 1990

3. Past Usage:
1. Smith, J. W., Everhart, J. E., Dickson, W. C., Knowler, W. C., & Johannes, R. S. (1988). Using the
ADAP learning algorithm to forecast the onset of diabetes mellitus. In Proceedings of the Symposium
on Computer Applications and Medical Care (pp. 261--265). IEEE Computer Society Press.

The diagnostic, binary-valued variable investigated is whether the patient shows signs of diabetes
according to World Health Organization criteria (i.e., if the 2 hour post-load plasma glucose was at least
200 mgldl at any survey examination or if found during routine medical care). The population lives
near Phoenix, Arizona, USA.

Results: Their ADAP algorithm makes a real-valued prediction between 0 and 1. This was transformed
into a binary decision using a cutoff of 0.448. Using 576 training instances, the sensitivity and
specificity of their algorithm was 76% on the remaining 192 instances.

4. Relevant Information:

Several constraints were placed on the selection of these instances from a larger database. In particular,
all patients here are females at least 21 years old of Pima Indian heritage. ADAP is an adaptive learning
routine that generates and executes digital analogs of perceptron-like devices. It is a unique algorithm;
see the paper for details.

5. Number of Instances: 768

6. Number of Attributes: 8 plus class
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7. For Each Attribute: (all numeric-valued)
1. Number of times pregnant
2. Plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral glucose tolerance test
3. Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)
4. Triceps skin fold thickness (mm)
5. 2-Hour serum insulin (mu U/mi)
6. Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)'2)
7. Diabetes pedigree function
8. Age (years)
9. Class variable (0 or 1)

8. Missing Attribute Values: None

9. Class Distribution: (class value 1 is interpreted as "tested positive for
diabetes")

Class Value Number of instances
0 500
1 268

10. Brief statistical analysis:

Attribute number: Mean: Standard Deviation:
1. 3.8 3.4
2. 120.9 32.0
3. 69.1 19.4

4. 20.5 16.0
5. 79.8 115.2
6. 32.0 7.9
7. 0.5 0.3
8. 33.2 11.8

(
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4. Diagnosis of heart diseases

1. Title: Heart Disease Databases

2. Source Information:
(a) Creators:

-- 1. Hungarian Institute of Cardiology. Budapest: Andras Janosi, M.D.
-- 2. University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland: William Steinbrunn, M.D.
-- 3. University Hospital, Basel, Switzerland: Matthias Pfisterer, M.D.
-- 4. V.A. Medical Center, Long Beach and Cleveland Clinic Foundation:

Robert Detrano, M.D., Ph.D.
(b) Donor: David W. Aha (aha@ics.uci.edu) (714) 856-8779
(c) Date: July, 1988

3. Past Usage:
1. Detrano, R., Janosi, A., Steinbrunn, W., Pfisterer, M., Schmid, J., Sandhu, S., Guppy, K., Lee, S.,
\& Froelicher, V. (1989). (International application of a new probability algorithm for the diagnosis of
coronary artery disease.) (American Journal of Cardiology), (64},304--310.

- International Probability Analysis
- Address: Robert Detrano, M.D.

Cardiology 111-C
V.A. Medical Center
5901 E. 7th Street
Long Beach, CA 90028

- Results in percent accuracy: (for 0.5 probability threshold) 79 (CDF) and 77 (CADENZA)
- Approximately a 77% correct classification accuracy with a logistic-regression-derived discriminant

function

2. David W. Aha & Dennis Kibler. Instance-based prediction of heart-disease presence with the
Cleveland database ( NTgrowth: 77.0% accuracy, C4: 74.8% accuracy)

3. John Gennari. Gennari, J. H., Langley, P. & Fisher, D. (1989). Models of incremental concept
formation. (Artificial Intelligence, 40), 1 1--61. The CLASS1T conceptual clustering system achieved
a 78.9% accuracy on the Cleveland database.

4. Relevant Information:

This database contains 76 attributes, but all published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them.
In particular, the Cleveland database is the only one that has been used by ML researchers to this
date. The "goal" field refers to the presence of heart disease in the patient. It is integer valued from 0

(no presence) to 4. Experiments with the Cleveland database have concentrated on simply attempting
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to distinguish presence (values 1,2,3,4) from absence (value 0).

5. Number of Instances: 303

6. Number of Attributes: 76 (including the predicted attribute)

7. Attribute Information:
-- Only 14 used

-- 1. #3 (age)
-- 2. #4 (sex)
--3.#9 (cp)
-- 4. #10 (trestbps)
--5.#12(chol)
--6.#16(fbs)
-- 7. #19 (restecg)
-- 8. #32 (thalach)
-- 9. #38 (exang)
-- 10. #40 (oldpeak)
-- 11.#41 (slope)
-- 12. #44 (ca)
--13. #51 (thaI)
-- 14. #58 (num) (the predicted attribute)

-- Complete attribute documentation:

3 age: age in years
4 sex: sex (1 = male; 0 = female)
9 cp: chest pain type

-- Value 1: typical angina
-- Value 2: atypical angina
-- Value 3: non-anginal pain
-- Value 4: asymptomatic

10 trestbps: resting blood pressure (in mm Hg on admission to the
hospital)

12 chol: serum cholestoral in mg/dl
16 fbs: (fasting blood sugar> 120 mg/dl) (1 = true; 0 = false)

19 restecg: resting electrocardiographic results
-- Value 0: normal
-- Value 1: having ST-T wave abnormality (T wave inversions and/or ST

elevation or depression of> 0.05 mV)
-- Value 2: showing probable or definite left ventricular hypertrophy

by Estes' criteria
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32 thalach: maximum heart rate achieved
38 exang: exercise induced angina (1 = yes; 0 = no)

39 xhypo: (1 =yes;0=no)
40 oldpeak = ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest
41 slope: the slope of the peak exercise ST segment

-- Value 1: upsloping
-- Value 2: flat
-- Value 3: downsloping

44 Ca: number of major vessels (0-3) colored by flourosopy
51 thaI: 3 = normal; 6 = fixed defect; 7 = reversable defect
58 num: diagnosis of heart disease (angiographic disease status)

-- Value 0: <50% diameter narrowing
-- Value 1: > 50% diameter narrowing
(in any major vessel: attributes 59 through 68 are vessels)

9. Missing Attribute Values: Several. Distinguished with value -9.0.

10. Class Distribution:
Database: 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Cleveland: 164 55 36 35 13 303

The principal investigators responsible for the data collection are::

1. Hungarian Institute of Cardiology. Budapest: Andras Janosi, M.D.
2. University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland: William Steinbrunn, M.D.
3. University Hospital, Basel, Switzerland: Matthias Pfisterer, M.D.
4. V.A. Medical Center, Long Beach and Cleveland Clinic Foundation:

Robert Detrano, M.D., Ph.D.
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5. Credit Screening

1. Title: Credit Approval

2. Sources:
(confidential)
Submitted by quinlan@cs.su.oz.au

3. Past Usage:
See Quinlan, * "Simplifying decision trees", mt J Man-Machine Studies 27, Dec 1987, pp. 221-234.

* "C4.5: Programs for Machine Learning", Morgan Kaufmann, Oct 1992.

4. Relevant Information:

This file concerns credit card applications. All attribute names and values have been changed tc
meaningless symbols to protect confidentiality of the data.

This dataset is interesting because there is a good mix of attributes - continuous, nominal with small

numbers of values, and nominal with larger numbers of values. There are also a few missing values.

5. Number of Instances: 690

6. Number of Attributes: 15 + class attribute

7. Attribute Information:

Al: b,a.
A2: continuous.
A3: continuous.
A4: u,y,I,t.
AS: g,p,gg.
A6: c, d, cc, i,j, k, m, r, q, w, x,e, aa, ff.
A7: v, h, bb,j, n, z, dd, ff, o.
A8: continuous.
A9: t,f.
AlO: t,f.
All: continuous.
A12: t,f.
A13: g,p,s.
A14: continuous.
A15: continuous.
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A 16: +,- (class attribute)

8. Missing Attribute Values:

37 cases (5%) have one or more missing values. The missing values from particular attributes are:

Al: 12
A2: 12
A4: 6
A5: 6

A6: 9
A7: 9
Al4: 13

9. Class Distribution

+: 307 (44.5%)
-: 383 (55.5%)
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